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Introduction to the Origin of Limestone Uaves* 
by GEORGE W. MOORE 

BSTRACT--This symposium present evidence bearing on cave origin derived 
principally from the shape and spatial relations of caves. The observation 
suggest that most limestone caves were formed in a zone of saturation directly 
below a nearly horizontal local or regional piezometric surface. Acids resulting 
from chemical and biochemical processes operating in this zone during oxida
tion of sulfide minerals and organic matter pre ent in the limestone are thought 
to have made the zone especially favorable for cave development. 

Limestone cave , for all their interest as 
wonders of nature, would seem on first con
sideration to have an origin that is simple 
and obvious. It is surprising, therefore, to 
learn on what little evidence the ideas us
ually accepted today were based. Now, how
ever, considerable new information is avail
able because nearly a thousand caves in the 
United States have been mapped during the 
last two decades. A symposium to evaluate 
this information was held on December 28, 
1959, at the Chicago meeting of the Ameri
can Association for the Advancement of 
Science. It was sponsored jointly by the 
Geological Society of America and the Na
tional Speleological Society. The individual 
papers presented at the symposium and the 
discussion which followed them are pub
lished in this Bulletin. 

Emphasis of the symposium was on the 
shape and spatial relations of cave passages 
and the bearing of these factors on the 
origin and development of caves. Within 
this framework, the separate investigations 
given below range broadly. Bretz has studied 
caves in Bermuda that were probably formed 
in a warm climate, and his results may be 
contra ted with those from Thrailkill's in
vestigation of a cave at an altitude of 10,000 
feet in the Rocky Mountains that may have 
developed under cold conditions. Caves in 
areas of folded limestone have received spe
cial study because they may be used to eval
uate the factor of varying solubility in dif
ferent limestone beds and separate it from 
other controls of cave pattern. Davies has 

•Approved for publication by the Director, 
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considered the stages of cavern development 
in folded limestone of the central ppala
chian region, and White has interpreted the 
evidence bearing on the genesis of cave pas
sages in Pennsylvania. The difierent con
cepts of cave origin as illustrated by ex
amples from the Pacific Coast region have 
been analyzed by Halliday. Curl has treated 
the relative stati tical importance of random 
and non-random elements of cave origin, 
and Lange ha considered the cave pattern 
to be expected when certain initial struc
tures are subjected to simple solution. The e 
contributions, together with the accompany
ing discussion, are representative of current 
thinking on these subjects in the United 
States today. 

Agreement is not complete among the par
ticipants of the symposium on all aspects 
o( the problem of the origin of limestone 
caves, but, in my opinion, the tenor of the 
meeting can be summarized a follows: 

The network pattern of many cave pas
sages strongly suggests that most caves 
formed in a zone of saturation rather than 
in an overlying zone where water moving 
downward from the surface would carve 
dendritic channels. Thi conclusion is modi
fied by the fact that most caves have a hori
zontal pattern and are therefore not formed 
at random depth in the zone of saturation. 
A local or regional piezometric surface ap
pears to provide this horizontal control, and 
most caves have evidently been formed di
rectly below such a urface. 

The cause of this greater rate of solution 
directly below a piezometric urface i not 
certain. No doubt a greater volume of 
water moving in this zone i part of the 
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answer, both because flow .along the piezo
metric surface follows the shortest route be
tween the points of inflow and discharge, 
and also because joints are more likely to 
be open closer to the surface of the ground. 

But greater water fl.ow directly below the 
piezometric surface does not appear to be 
the complete answer as cave passages com
monly terminate abruptly downward. The 
zone directly below the piezometric surface 
therefore may have chemical attributes that 
make it especially favorable for cave forma
tion. This is the zone in which conditions 
are sufficiently oxidizing so that there may 

be oxidation of sulfide minerals present in 
the rock, such as pyrite, with the formation 
o( sulfuric acid. At the same time, oxidation 
o( organic material in the limestone in this 
zone could take place through the agency of 
micro-organisms. Carbonic acid from this 
process combined with the acids derived 
from the sulfide minerals could operate to
gether to make the layer at the top of the 
zone of saturation acidic and hence cause 
it to be the zone in which most limestone 
caves originate. 

U. s. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA 

THE NATIONAL SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

Origin of Caves in Folded Limestone* 
by WILLIAM E. DAVIES 

AnsTRACT--Invcstigation of caves in f oJcled limestone of the Appalachian re
gion reveals five distinct features bearing on the origin of solution caves: (1) 
cavern passages develop across the dip or parallel to the strike of the limestone 
and generally have uniform gentle slope independent o[ the rock structure; 
(2) many caves have passages on mu! tip le levels, and, within a region, the 

separation of levels is uniform: (3) intervals between passage levels correspond 
closely to intervals between gravel benches on the flanks of major surface 
valleys in the cavern region; (1) major caves are along large valley , and only 
small caves and solution pockets occur in upland areas away from major 
valleys; and (5) cavern pas ages decrease in size and become more numerous 
in the part of the cave away from major surface valleys. 

The stages of cavern development in folded limestone beds probably are: 
(l) random solution at depth in a zone o( satuation to produce nonintcgrated 

solution tubes and pockets; (2) integration of tubes into mature caverns at 
the top o[ the zone of saturation during a period when the water table was 
uniform in altitude, and flow was constaht for a long period of time (direction 
o[ fiow was toward major valleys); (3) deposition of elastic fill under alter
nating conditions of saturation and aeration; and (4) relative uplift of the 
cave above the zone of saturation with modification of passages by deposition 
or speleoth ms, erosion to fi ll material, and ollapse. 

During the last 20 years a large amount 
of data on caves has been collected by 
scientists and amateurs. The data are such 
that they permit a reexamination of ideas 
concerning the origin of limestone caves. 
Theories proposed previously (Davis, l 930, 
Bretz, 1942; Swinnerton, 1932) were based 
on the examination of relatively few caves, 
most of which were in non-folded rock. 
With the broadening o( speleological studies 
these limitations have been removed. 

tudy o( caves in folded rocks gives more 
conclusive evidence about their origin than 
can be found in undisturbed limestones. 
The roles o[ bedding, water table, and sur
face geomorphologic features in relation to 
solution arc distinct in folded rock for the 
chance o( coincidental placement of these 
features can be eliminated. The hance that 
a soluble bed of limestone will coincide with 
th e elevation of an erosional feature, uch 
as a river terrace, or the chance coincidence 
of the piezometric surface with the slope of 

* Publication authorized by Director, U. S. 
Geological Survey 
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bedding, is ruled out for all but very small 
areas because of the many changes in atti
tude of beds characteristic of folded rock. 

Since 1948 data on caves in folded rock 
have increased greatly. Systematic studies 
of caves on a state-wide basis have been 
accomplished for most o( the Appalachian 
!\fountains. In the West, caves in California, 
Utah, and Colorado have been or are now 
being studied. During this period many 
caves in undisturbed limestones have also 
been described. The data from these investi
gations make it possible to understand 
more clearly the problems involved in the 
development of olution cave . The idea 
presented in this paper are based on per
sonal obser\ration of 500 caves in the Ap
palachian Mountains from Pennsylvania 
through Tennessee (Davies, 1950, 1959) as 

. well as published. descriptions of cave in 
other areas (Stone, ] 953) . The general 
aspects· presented in this p~Lper were pub-

· lished in an abridged form in I 957 (Davies, 
· J 957).. In th - present discussion a cave i 
·clefirred as rn:ntue, integrated solution open
jngs. Isolat cl primitive tubes and pockets 
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Figure l 
Plans of caves in West Virginia. (T) Trout, (NT) New Trout, (P) Propst, (M) Mystic, (GR) Grimes. 
Top three caves are in fo lded limestone; bottom two are a long front of Allegheny Plateau. 

Dashed lines indicate flank of val ley or plateau front. Numbers indicate passage heights. 

are excluded from the term "cave." 
Previous theories of cave origin· have em

phasized interpretations based on minor 
cavern features. These features have shown 
conclusively that solution development takes 
place beneath the piezometric surface in a 
zone now referred to as phreatic. Such evi
dence, however, gave little indication of the 
depth relative to the water table at which 
the solution took place. Hence the develop
ment of solution caves was assumed to take 
place at random depths in the phreatic zone. 
Examination of the gross features of caverns 
- the plan, elevation, and cross section of 
passages-provides data that indicate solu
tion development is not random but is 
closely controlled by the gradient of the 
piezometric surface. 
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THE EVIDEN E 

Plan of most caves in folded rock reflect 
local rock structures. The passages are joint 
controlled; faults exert very little influence 
and a passage rarely follows a fault for any 
great distance. Where caves are developed 
on the flanks of anticlines or ynclines they 
are simple in plan, consisting of a major 
pa sage and a few subordinate parallel pa -
ages. At the crests of anticlines where dip 

are low the cave is a maze consisting of a 
series of passages developed in two inter
secting systems. Less commonly this plan 
also occurs where the cave i developed 
along the axis of a syncline. 

Closer examination of p lan of cave in 
folded rock shows that the passages of a 
cave branch and are more numerous as the 
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distance from adjacent surface valleys in
creases. Trout Cave, south of Franklin, 
Pendleton County, West Virginia, illustrates 
this (fig. 1). At the entrance, on the flank 
of the valley of the South Branch, the cave 
is one large passage with no known parallel 
side passages. In the interior of the cave 
the passage gradually reduces in size and 600 
feet from the entrance successive side pas
sages branch from the main passage. Such 
a development approximates that of surface 
drainage in a dendritic or trellis pattern ex
cept that patterns in the cave are more angu
lar and interconnected. 

Size of cave passages varies according to 
the distance from the adjacent surface val
leys. In the part of the cave nearest the 
valley the passages are large but away from 
the valley they are progressively narrower 
and lower in height. Trout Cave also serves 
as an example of this (fig. 1). Near the 
entrance it is 20 to 50 feet wide; 350 feet 
from the entrance it is 10 to 15 feet wide; 
and at 750 feet, where the cave divides into 
numerous passages, individual passages are 
5 to 15 feet wide. The passages progressively 
decrease in size and at 1,150 feet from the 
entrance the passages are a complex of 
crawlways a few feet wide and high. Similar 
changes in size of passages are common in 
many Appalachian caves and are well dis
played in Propst and New Trout Caves in 
West Virginia (fig. 1). The gradual head
ward reduction in size of passages is also 
apparent in caves in unfolded limestones 
such as Cornwell, Snedegars, and Organ
Hedricks Caves in West Virginia. 

Similar indications of gradual reduction 
in the size of solution openings away from 
major valleys have been obtained from 
observations of wells in the Mammoth Cave 
area of Kentucky. Only a few wells drilled in 
areas close to the valleys are successful in 
encountering water-filled channels. Those 
that tap such channels have large yields. 
The number of wells encountering water
filled channels increases away from the val
leys but the yield per well decreases (Rich
mond Brown, U.S. Geological Survey, per
sonal communication) . 

Another clue in the origin of caves is in 
the general slope of passageways. Although 
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rock fall and cave fill often mask the true 
floor of a cave they are seldom of such 
magnitude that they conceal the overall 
slope of the passage system. With few ex
ceptions this slope is in the direction of the 
major surface valleys in the vicinity of the 
cave. The slopes are mostly gentle; in some 
caves they are almost imperceptible; in 
others they range up to 5 or 6 percent; in 
only a few caves is 6 percent exceeded. In 
evaluating the slope it should be borne in 
mind that the slope referred to is that for 
a system of passages at a given level. In 
multiple-level caves the slope of passages at 
all levels is towards major valleys at about 
equal rates. In Trout Cave, West Virginia, 
a cave which opens onto the flank of the 
South Branch of the Potomac River, the 
point closest to the river (the entrance) 
has an elevation of 1,975 feet. The cave con
sists of a number of crawlways 1,400 feet 
from the entrance and the elevation is 
2,000 feet, giving an overall slope of 1. 7 
percent down towards the valley. Rexrode 
Cave, Pendleton County, West Virginia, 
consisting of a single high passage developed 
in vertical bedded limestone, is 2,040 feet 
in elevation at the base of the debris slope 
at the entrance. The cave trends northeast 
towards the South Branch of the Potomac 
River and 250 feet from the entrance the 
floor is at elevation 2,015 feet. This slope of 
6 percent continues for several hundred feet 
to a point where the cave is blocked by rock 
fall. 

In nonfolded limestones the general slope 
of passages is also towards the major valleys. 
Organ-Hedricks and the related Greenbrier 
Cavern system, which has over 16 miles of 
passages, has a general overall slope towards 
Second Creek in Greenbrier County, West 
Virginia. Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, is in 
three levels each of which slopes at the rate 
of 2 percent towards Green River. Culver
son Creek Cave in Greenbrier County, West 
Virginia, is a large cavern 6 miles we t of the 
Greenbrier River. The cave trends east 
towards the river for over 11,000 feet and 
in this distance the main passage drops 
about 100 feet. The passage is at right angles 
to the strike and in part it is counter to 
the dip for the cave crosses a syncline with 
low angles of dip. 
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;\fany cav ·s in folded 'limestone sh.ow 
, cry li ulc relationship between the beckliug 
of rock and the dcvelopmen l o( passages. 
This condition is difficult or impossible to 
explain by th· theory o( random solution 
development o( caves. i\fost cave passages 
arc along joints; a few follow fault. Where T 
the dip of beds is between 15 ° and about 
80 ° th e passages show little influence of 
bcdd i no- as far as plan and profile arc con- s 

n o 
rcrncd. vVherc th e dip is less than 15 

G 

some caves ha\'C passages that arc developed 
along the dip ; where the dip of beds i~ 
orcat ·r than 80° the major development ol 
~;issagcs almost always foJlows the bedding 
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~lost ca\'CS in folded rock arc developed 
in a single level. Jn such caves the passages 
arc relatively uniform in elevation with a 
ge ntle slope towards the major surface val
leys. The passages maintain their uniform 
le\'cl where they cross th strike or, if they 
are d eveloped parallel to the strike, they 
have a uniform level with no trend down 
dip. Hamilton Cave, West Virginia, a 
labyrinth , i developed across the axis of an 
anticline with moderate clips (fig. 2). At 
the axi of the anti line the passages are 5 
to 8 fcct high but on the flanks the pas
sages are reduced until they are a foot or 
less in height. hroughout the cave the 
floor is bcclro k at a constant elevation. In 
37 other caves in folded r k in West Vir
gi nia the passages are along the strike and 
arc at a uniform level with only a gentle 
slope towards the major surface valley. 

Distinct multiple-level passages * occur in 
·l of 277 caves in folded ro ks in We t Vir
g inia. With no significant exceptions the c 
passages maintain uniform lope and verti
ca I spacing in the caves. Jn che king the 
elevations of th e pas ages against surface 
fcawrcs there i · a close tic between the 
vertical spacing of river terraces and the 
\'Crtica l spacing of cavern passages within a 
region (table l) . 

o11< Determination of levels is based on profiles 
of solution ce ilings and b edrock floors . Wh ere 
a lteration of the ceilings had occurred the relic 
form of former arches and similar features 
were used as a guide. 
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400 rT 

SH .s 
Figure 2 

Profiles and sections of caves in folded rock. 
(G) Grand Caverns, Virginia, (T) Trout, (5) 
Sinnit, (H) Hamilton, (HH) Hellhole, (SH) 
Schoolhouse, West Virginia. Portion of cave 
closest to surface valley is on the left. S 
indicates passages along strike; AS indicates 
passages across strike. Dashed lines indicated 

bedding of rock. 

Conditions reflecting slightly different 
ca vcrn dcv lo pm en t are along the outh 
Branch , 4 miles south of Franklin, West 
Virginia , wher thr c caves ar in Trout 
Rock. Each of these caves consists of only 
one level but each is developed at a dif
ferent elevation and the intervals between 
th e caves ·orrespond closely to the interval 
be tween river terraces in the region. imilar 
separation of single-level avern pa ages 
are common along Thorn Creek, a tributary 
to the South Branch ·outh o[ Franklin 
(table 11). 

Cross sc tion · of cave passages have been 
g ive n very little study with regard to genesis. 
. \ n approach to the development of cave 
passages is pos ible by applying the physics 
involved in the stre s pattern around an 
opening in limestone. olution is most 
rapid along lines of weakness in rock such 
as joints, major fractures, and faults, and 
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TABLE I 

Schoolhouse 

CAVERN AND TERRACE LEVELS 

Hellhole 

Heig·ht Above Ba e Level (feet) 

382 (Level at ceiling of ave) 

257 (Sand and Dome Rooms) 

217 (Ba e of pits and wells) 

122 (Grind Canyon) 

397 (Upper part, north 
passage) 

250 (Floor, entrance room 
and east passage) 

227 (Middle part, north 
passage) 

167 (Passage to Little Hellhole) 
l 15 (Passage at ba e of Little 

Hellhole, slopes to base 
level) 

Terraces 

Height Above 
River (feet) 

250 

220 

175 
130 

40 

Base- Judy Spring, elevation l , 763 feet. Bas , North Fork, 1 mile south Tanyard 
School, 1,700 feet and Mouth of Seneca, 
1 ,530 f et. 

TABLE II 

RELATION OF CA VE AND TERRACE LEVEL 

Cave 

Hoffman School 
Hamilton 
Mi nor Rexrode 
Trout 
Sinnit-upper 
New Trout 
Flute 
Sin nit-lower 

Elevation Above River 

240 feet 
230 
230 
180 
135 
75 
70 
40 

* Franklin, West Virginia, and mouth of Thorn Creek 

River Terrace 
Elevation * 

260 feet 

200 
140 
70 

40 

cave development follows these features. 
Close examination of passages indicates that 
the cro s section of the passage is deter
mined by additional secondary fracturing 
in the rock around the opening being devel
oped by solution. The fractures open routes 
for movement of water and are reflected in 
solution enlargement of primitive passages. 
The gross pattern of the fractures, reflected 
in the cross section of the passage, are there
fore indicative of stress conditions develop
ed in the lim stone around the cavern open
ing as solution progresses. Since solution 
is a relatively low process and no disruptive 
stresses are induced in the rock to produce 
the opening, the shape of the passage that 

evolv s should be uch that the stre s di tri
bution around the opening was close to the 
ideal during the time the opening wa 
developed. 
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If a cave were di olved from limestone 
at great depth, with a cover of more than 
500 feet, tress onditions develop d around 
an opening would be such that a passage 
would tend to attain a form reflecting frac
ture patterns that were compatible to equi
librium at the depth of solution. This sta
bility would result from a tangential tress 
uniform on all points of the boundary of 
the opening. his opening would be an 
ellipse (fig. 3) with axis a: b = (m- I) : I 
where m (the reciprocal of Poisson's ratio) 
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Figure 3 
Cross section of cavern passages. (A) Passage in equilibrium with stress at depth of 500 feet or 
more; dashed line is limit of stress zone, (B) Stress zone around opening at shallow depth, (T) 
Cross section of passage in Trout Cave, (H) Hamilton Cave, (SM) Smokehole Caverns, a cave 
developed in rocks with vertical dip, (SH) Schoolhouse Cave, (MR) Minor Rexrode, (NT) New 

Trout, West Virginia. Numbers indicate height of passage. 

is about 4.54 or an a: b axis ratio of 3.54: 1 
(Schoemaker, 1949) . 

If a cave passage were dissolved at depths 
of less than 500 feet, a different condition 
of stress would develop around the primi
tive openings. The strength of the limestone 
i great enough that fracturing from com
pressive force at this depth is less significant 
than the fracturing from the sag of rock 
beds over the opening. At shallow depth 
the lime tone beds over an opening act 
either as fixed or cantilever beams (fig. 4). 
As such they tend to sag into the opening, 
er ating a zon of tension that extends as 
a semiellipse or parabola above the opening. 
Aclja nt to thi zone of ten ion is a zone 

10 

of compression extending to the walls of the 
opening. On the floor the beds are arched 
slightly by the transfer of compressive forces 
surrounding the opening. This zone of com
pres ive arching reflects the shape of the 
tension zone above but is of less magnitude. 

he fracturing in the zones of tension and 
compression would have a cross section in 
the shape of two intersecting parabolas. The 
size of the parabolic stress ring would be 
proportional to the width of the opening. 
Within the stre s zone fractures and bedding 
plane openings afford routes along which 
solution occurs. If random solution under 
shallow cover but completely below the water 
tabl oc urrecl, cave passages dissolved along 
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Figure 4 
Rock beams spanning the ceiling of Poorfarm 

Cave, West Virginia. 

the fracture lines should be elliptical or 
parabolic in section. 

From the viewpoint of rock behavior 
under pressure cavern passages should be 
elliptical or parabolic in section regardless 
of the depth at which they formed provid
ing they were completely below the water 
table during the time of solution develop
ment. Of the 120 caves in folded limestones 
in West Virginia only one, Hamilton Cave, 
has cross sections of passages that are ellip
tical. All others are subrectangular, triangu
lar, or trapeziform in cross section (figs. 3, 
4, 5) suggesting that other factors override 
simple stress control in determining the 
hape of passages. 

The influence of bedding on the shape of 
passages varies with the dip of beds. In dips 
of 20 ° or less the ceiling and rock floors 
reflect bedding planes (figs. 5, 6) . Beds 
with dips from 20° to nearly vertical gen
erally have little influence on the shape of 
pas ages; where wide rooms occur the ceil
ing commonly reflects bedding but in pas
sages 15 f et or less in width the ceiling is 
low to moderately arched. Where the lime-
tone is vertical or nearly vertical the pas
ages are narrow and high with flat, irregu

br eilings (fig. 7) . 
The influence of bedding on the longi

tudinal profile of caves in folded rocks is 
generally small. Most caves in folded lime
stone are developed along strike joints. 

uch caves have passages that arc nearly 
horizontal and seldom migrate or extend up 
or clown dip. In other aves, passages extend 
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Figure 5 
Trout Cave, West Virginia, showing the 

trapeziform shape of passage. 

across the dip. In some caves the cro s-dip 
passages are in the form of mazes (Hamil
ton Cave, West Virginia) while in others 
(Grand Caverns, Virginia) they are second-

ary transverse passages connecting primary 
strike passages (fig. 3) . Descriptive data 
on over 400 caves in the folded Appala
chians (Davies 1950, 1958; Stone 1953; un
published data Virginia Cave Survey) show 
only four major caves that have passages 
following the dip. In Breathing Cave, Vir
ginia, the pa sages follow or are offset along 
the dip; in Kooken, Seawra and Hipple 
Caves, Pennsylvania, the passages are elon
gated down dip. 

In the northern part of West Virginia 
there is evidence that certain beds of lime
stone are favorable to cavern development. 
The most prominent zone of solution is 
along the junction of the Coeymans and 
New cotland Limestones (Lower Devon
ian) . In West Virginia 18 large caves, each 
over 1,000 feet long, and 14 moderate to 
small ones are in this zone. Another distinct 
olution zone is in the Lenoir-Mosheim 

Limestones (Ordovician) where there are 20 
large cave and 4 small caves in West Vir
ginia. Even in these soluble zones cavern 
development is concentrated at specific ele
vations. These elevations, as cited previously, 
coincide with river terrace intervals. Be
tween these elevations , no mature caves 
occur although primitive tubes and pockets 
are common. 

I l 



Figure 6 
Schoolhouse Cave, West Virginia, showing flat 

arch ceiling along a bedding plane. 

The extent o( limestone at or near the 
surface bears no direct relation to the size 
or number of caves. In plotting the geo
graphic distribution and size of caves two 
features are apparent-- (1) large caves are 
confined mainly to the upper parts of drain
age systems, and (2) the number of caves 
in headwater areas is greater than that in the 
lower portion of drainage basins. In the 
Potomac Basin there are about 500 caves. 
Of these 429 are in the headwater areas; 
the remainder are along the lower parts of 
major rivers, mainly the Shenandoah. Of 
the 33 large caves, over 1,000 feet Jong, all 
are in the upper third of the drainage basin; 
none are in the lower two-thirds (fig. 8). 

Additional evidence for development of 
caves in folded lime tone can be obtained 
from the non-folded limestones adjacent to 
the folded areas. The non-folded limestones 
of Mississippian age cropping out along the 
Alleghany Front and in the deep valleys 
along the eastern part of the Alleghany 
Plateau contain about I 00 caves in Pennsyl
vania , Maryland, and West Virginia. These 
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Figure 7 
Smokehole Caverns, West Virginia, a cave 

developed in vertically bedded limestone. 

ca vcs are characterized by main passages 
that extend primarily parallel to the plateau 
front or valley wall onto which they open. 
Major passages that extend into the plateau 
arc generally less than 300 feet long and 
terminate by sloping upwards to the top of 
the soluble zone. In the plateau area ran
dom horizontal development of cave pas
sages occurs only where the overlying rock 
has been eroded and the limestone forms a 
broad pediment. Such cavernous areas are 
around Hillsboro, Lewisburg, and Union in 
the southeastern part of West Virginia. 

In connection with the Alleghany Plateau 
it should be cited that numerous deep oil 
wells that have penetrated the otherwise 
cavernous Mississippian and Devonian lime
stones have not encountered any significant 
cavern openings where the cover over the 
limestone is more than 100 feet thick and 
the site of the well is away from major 
valleys. 

Earth fiJls that are deposited within pas
sages of caves are part of progressive solu
tion development. Fills laid down under 
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Figure 8 
Distribution of caves in the Potomac River Basin. Each dot represents a cave; circled dots are 

caves with lengths greater than 1,000 feet. 

phreatic conditions have been described as 
unctuous red clay free of elastic materials 
(Bretz, 1942) . Detailed examination of fills 
in 150 caves from Pennsylvania to Tennes
see and west to Kentucky and Indiana 
showed no clay deposit in a cave-fill se
quence that was not preceded by elastic 
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sediment. The examination of fills in Ap
palachian caves did reveal that all fills fol
low roughly the same sequence--silt at the 
base giving way to sand, gravel, silt in 
ascending order. At the top, and generally 
packed to the ceiling of passages, is red 
silty clay or clay (figs. 9, 10, 11 , 12) . 
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Figure 9 
Cave fill at the terminus of Dismal Valley, Salts Cave, Kentucky. 
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Figure 10 
Section of fill at terminus of Dismal Valley, Salts Cave, Kentucky. 
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Figure l l 
Schoolhouse Cave, West Virginia. At path level 
fill is gravel grading upwards to sand and silt. 
Laminated orange-brown clay forms the upper 

half of the exposure. 

··Fill materials are red-brown, tan, or 
orange-red. P.etrographic studies show the 
color is from thin films of clay that coat 
the. fragments formi'ng, the fill. This clay is 
similar to that in the terra rosa soils at the 
surface in limestone i~egions in the south
eastern United States. In contrast, fill 
material brought in by invasion of present 
surface streams is dark brown to gray. 

: Many of the fills in Appalachian caves 
contain sulfate minerals, primarily gypsum. 
The . sulfate varies from microscopic min
erab· scattered in small amounts throughout 
the fi.11 .to coarse gypsum crystals. The latter 
occiir _in beds where the gypsum constitutes 
o.ver 50 percent of the fill. Studies in Mam-
1lloth. Cave (Davies and Chao, 1959) indi
ca'te ~ that the sulfate ·was probably carried 
fofo the cave by the same waters that 
brought in the fill. The sulfate thus intro
cluc'ed '·,.appears to . have been developed 
under' arid conditions. on the surface. Such 
aridity possibly may have been reflected in 
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Figure 12 
Section of fill in upper level, Schoolhouse Cave, 

West Virginia. 

a relatively stable piezometric surface which 
in turn would have been of great signifi
cance in cavern development. 

., INTERPRETATION OF EVIDENCE 

Evidence for solution development of' 
caverns below the water table has been con
clusively presented by Bretz (1942). The 
evidence gained from a study of caves in 
folded rock permits a more detailed inter
pretation of time and space relationships 
during the stage of solution excavation. 

The shapes of cavern passages contradict 
the ·concept of random solution below a 
peneplain. If solution openings were formed 
in. ·a zone deep· beneath the water table 
die cro.ss ·section of passages should' gen
erally be elli'ptical or parabolic reflecting 
stress conditions about the opening as the 
passage developed. Since this is not the case, 
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and the ro s section of rpo t pa ages is a 
modified rectangle with a flat or flat-arched 
ceiling, a close vertical control of solution 
i eviden ed. Further evidence of a rigid 
hydrologic control of cavern development 
is the nearly horizontal, uniform slope of 
most cavern passages either parallel to or 
a ro s the strike in folded lime tone. In 
addition the rarity of down dip elongation 
of pa age in extremely oluble rock argues 
trongly for a narrow, nearly horizontal band 

in which olution i ignificant. If random 
olution at depth in the water table occur

red, avern pa sages would be developed 
primarily along soluble beds of rock and 
would be elongated down-dip. In folded 
limestones of the Appalachian Mountains 
uch avern development i very rare in 

rocks with a dip of 20° or more. 

In addition to elongation down dip it is 
probable that passages would be staggered 
along the dip of the soluble bed with one 
developed along each strike joint. This does 
not occur in the folded Appalachians except 
where the cave is at the axis of an anticline. 
Along the dip, strike joints are prominent 
in most limestones outcrops but cave pas-
ages develop only along joints that coincide 

in elevation with certain geomorphic fea
tures, primarily river terraces. 

Development of multilevel cave with each 
level horizontal indicates that in progres
sive solution development there is a repeti
tion of rigid hydrologic control. If no con
trol exi ted solution would occur at random 
throughout the whole extent of · the lime
stone forming one va t chamber or numer
ous small passages along all major joints 
and fractures. This is not the conditi<>n 
observed in the field where most limestones 
contain only small, nonintegrated solution 
tubes between cavern levels. 

Progressive branching of cavern pJ.ssages, 
their reduction in size away from major 
valleys, and their gentle slope towards 
major surface valleys, indicate an integra
tion of solution networks. It is probable 
that this integration is a result of increa~eJ 
flow and channelling in a narrow zone in 
the water table close to the surface valley. 
The channelling reflects the selected en
larg-cmen t of portions of integrated passages 
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and in many re pects it resembles a river 
system except that it is completely sub
merged and follows a closely controlled 
hydraulic gradient. his idea is in accord 
with the conclusions derived by Kaye (1957) 
from laboratory experiments on the effect 
of movement of solvents on limestone. The 
enlargement of pas ages reflects an increas
ing flow through the developing passages. 
Groove , rounded rock shelves, and ceiling 
channels are indicative of this movement. 

he mo t rapid flow in ground water is at 
or just below the piezometric surface. In 
accord with Kaye's observations, solution 
would be most rapid in this zone of flow. 

t greater depths below the piezometric 
urface, where there is little movement of 

ground water, solution activity is greatly 
reduced and probably is limited to the 
formation of small pockets and tubes. 

Features of caves along the Allegheny 
Front and along major valleys in the eastern 
part of the Allegheny Plateau show that 
olution is confined to a zone along the 

edge of the limestone outcrop. The termi
nation of passages a short distance back 
from the plateau front and their slope up
wards to the top of the limestone result 
from the intersection of an active zone of 
movement in the ground water and the lime
stone formation. The apparent absence of 
large solution openings in limestone be
neath the Allegheny Plateau suggests that 
integrated solution development is absent 
deep in the ground water. 

The increase in the number of caves in 
the upper parts of river basins and the oc
currence of most large caves in the head
water areas (fig. 8) indicate that stability 
in these areas favors cavern development. 
In the lower portion of river basins geo
morphic fluctuations, reflected in fluctua
tions of the piezometric surface, would be 
greater than in the headwaters. Such fluc
tuations would reduce the length of time of 
stable ground-water conditions and the 
c;hance of integrating primitive openings 
i~to mature caves would be far less than 
in upstream areas. 

Earth fills in caves give additional evi
dence of shallow deposition. The elastic 
materials progressing from fine through 
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coarse and back to fine grained material, 
capped L>y clay, is a sequen e that indicaLs 
depo ition from moYing water. In examin
ing the step of cavern development it is 
obviou that fill succeed olution develop
ment and precede depo ition of speleolhems. 
Kaye (1957) has postulated from his experi
ment on olvenl flow in lime tone ·olution 
that the enlargement of passages would 
ultimately result in de\'cloping pa sages so 
large that the supply of water could not fill 
them. he development of cave fill fits thi · 
postulation well for it appears that the fill 
i progre ively developed at the time when 
the cave is in tran ition from solution below 
the piezometric gradient to conditions of 
aeration above the gradient. The fill re
duces the ize of passages and permits the 
exten ion or temporary return of phrcalic 
conditions. The extension of the fill to the 
ceiling· occurs under ponded conditions 
since passages would be almost completely 
blocked. Under such conditions only clay 
could be tran ·ported for deposition. 

CoNCL s10Ns 

In examining and interpr ting the evi
dence three points stand out: (1) Cavern 
pa sage in plan, profile, and section show 
that solution development occurs at a time 
when a zone of maximum solvent flow in 
the water table is nearly horizontal, (2) 
the absence of parabolic ·hape in cavern 
passages (reflecting solution along fractures 
from stress around the developing opening 
and development completely below the 
piezometric surface) indicates the pas ·ages 
were integrated and maturely enlarged by 
solution in a narrow zone near the top of 
the ground water, (3) the slope of passage· 
shows a gentle gradient of the piezometric 
surface towards major surface valleys. With 
these features in mind it is postulated that 
cavern development is a progressive, non
cyclical process involving four distinct stages: 

(I) Random Solution at Depth--In the 
initial stages of solution primitive tubes, 
pockets, and similar solution features are 
developed at depth in the ground water. Jn 
a dense tight limestone initial solution may 
be dominantly intermolecular'; later solu
tion is mainly along joints and fractures. 
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The produ l of this stag"<! is a seri :.: · ol ran 
dom, nonintegrated, immature openings. 

(2) Integration and Mature DevelojJ· 
11ient of 'olution 0 penings--The develop
ment of mature, integrated cavern p3. sages 
occurs at the top of the water table during 
a period when the water table is uniform in 
elev a ti on and flow for a long period of time. 
The coinciclen e of elevation of the cavern 
passage and river terrace indicate · that 
the period of ground-water tability i re
lated to a time of terrace deposition. The 
presence of large quantities of sulfate min
erals in the cav fills ugge t the possibility 
that arid surface conditions existed at the 
time when the water table was table; cli
matic control rather than topographic con
trol is probable in the development of this 
stage. 

(3) Deposition of Fill--Cave fills ol 
cla tic materials are cl posited towards the 
end and after the integration and mature 
development of cavern passages. The cla tic 
material with included clay and fine sill 
·uggests depo ition in alternately submerged 
and open passages, a condition to be ex
pected as the time r tability draw to a 
close. 

(4) Uplift and Erosion--With the end of 
stable conditions the cavern passages arc 
raised above the level of the water table 
and are air filled. In this stage the passages 
are modified by de po i ti on of speleoth ms 
and erosion of fill material. The ultimate 
development in thi tage leads to total 
destruction of the ca\'ern by collapse and 
erosion. 

The theory of cave origin proposed here 
is applicable to all type of solution caves in 
all types of rock structures. The need for 
special development area by area is not 
necessary. Two factors determine the form 
of the cave. The first is the gradient of the 
piezometric surface which can be from hori
zontal to vertical. The second is the atti
tude of the structure of the soluble rock. 
These two factors when properly integrated 
can account for all types of cavern develop
ment. 

In closing it should be noted that the 
four-stage development proposed in this 
paper supports in part winncrton's (1932) 



idea that caverns arc developed by lateral 
flow at the top of the water table. 
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DIS USSIO 
J HARLEN BRETZ, Univ. of Chicacro: I note 
both in this paper and in your report with 
Ed Chao [Sediments in Mammoth Cave, 
U.S. Geol. urvey dm. Rept. to U .. 
· atl. Park Service, 1959] that the cave fills 

discu ed are relatively coar e-grained. This 
is in contrast to what I found in Missouri 
where the fill are mainly un tuou red lay. 
How do you account for this difference? 

UTIIOR: Our work in Mammoth ave and 
in Appalachian caves indicates that the fill 
are formed at the end of the stage of solu
tion below the water table. Two significant 
changes in the cavern condition probably 
occur at this time: (1) the major passage 
reach mature ize and the upply of ground 
water available is no longer great enough 
to maintain a "phreatic" state; and (2) 
the pa age are alternat ly filled with water 
and are drained. This condition is enhanc cl 
by ome relative rise of local baselevel be
cause of normal erosion. When these changes 
oscur rapidly, the fill deposits would be 
elastic in nature. Where passage enlarge
ment and uplift were not so great as to 
exceed the supply of water available to 
maintain "phreatic" conditions, the fills 
would be deposited from slowly moving 
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water and would consi t primarily of clay 
and ilt. I would like to point out that in 
the Appalachian caves most elastic fill is 
topped by either clay or fine silt. This ma
terial is generally packed tightly to the ceil
ing and reflect depo ition in pools in 
blocked passages. From this there is evi
dence that "pooling" i the key to the dif
ference between coarse-grained and clay fills. 
\VILLIAM B. WmTE, Pennsylvania State 
Univ.: How thick is the zone of flow be
neath the piezometric surface; how much 
b low the water table are the passages when 
they are maturely excavated? 
AuTIIOR: I'll answer this in the reverse 
order from which it was asked. The top of 
the cavern pas ages must be very close to 
the top of the ground-water or piezometric 
urface. I'd ay that the pa sages at most 

could only be a few feet below the piezo
metric surface, otherwise solution would 
extend upward into the fractures above the 
passage and enlarge it accordingly. The 
thickness of the zone of flow is probably 
slightly greater than the height of the pas-
age. This height, of course, is from bed

rock floor to bedrock ceiling in areas where 
collapse ha not modified the passages. 
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Origin of Bermuda Uaves 
by J HARLEN BRETZ 

AB TRACT--Throughout Pleistocene time, the calcareous i land group of Ber
muda has repeatedly been partially inundated and emergent. The land area 
have been continuously attacked and reduced by rain and ground water, but 
they have been recurrently renewed by deposition of marine limestone and, on 
surviving lands, of shore-borne and wind-transported carbonate sand, now 
eolianite. At present, the karst topography and the caves are largely below sea 
level, and their origin must date from times of continental glaciation. When 
the islands were larger be ause of lowered ea level, a I n of fresh ground 
water occupied the present position of the caves. Later rise of ea level de
stroyed the e phreatic conditions, and the caves assumed their present tate in 
which they are partly filled with alt water. 

There arc two extraordinary fact about 
Bermuda caves: (1) most of them contain 
salt water pools at tide level and these pools 
contain submerg d dripstone; and (2) there 
is no fresh ground water in the islands. 

Bermuda is a arbonate land ma ·s down 
to minimum depth of about 100 feet. Its 
material has ac umulated on a trun ated 
volcanic edifice rising from oceanic depths 
o( 16,000 feet. Most of this carbonate rock 
represents wind-transported beach sand, now 
indurated and constituting several PJcisto
cene fonna tions. 

here are three Bermuda in geologi 
literature: Greater, Older, and Younger. All 
di[er in age, area, and origin. 

Greater Bermuda was more than 12 time 
th pre ent area and exi ted when th 
growth of continental ice sheet had lowered 
sea level t expo e the bottom of a Jarge, 
relatively shallow lagoon lying northward 
from the island group. Only about 20 
square mile of this former land now ur
vive the post-glacial rise of sea level. 

Older Bermuda constitutes perhaps nine
tenth of this 20 square miles. It is largely 
a karst topography, now partially drowned. 
It was made by solutional reduction from 
rainfall on the wind-transported sand when 
ea level was lower than today. The numer

ous bay , ·ounds, harbor , and rea hes repre
sent areas of most marked reduction. The 
caves are all in Older Bermuda rock. 
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Younger Bermuda consists of marginal 
rows of coastal dune , their sand indurated 
by percolation of lime-charged rain water 
from their urfa es. Cementation is le 
marked than in Older Bermuda rock but 
mo t of it i adequately advanced for build
ing stone u e. No karst topography exists 
in Younger Bermuda. 

Bermuda's fresh water supply i from rain 
on roofs and catchment areas and from 
tankers. Wells universally find salt or brack
i h water. Yet the caves and sink holes are 
indubitably the work of fresh ground water, 
and the alt water cave pool have been 
formed since a time when these caves were 
air-fiJl cl. 

The stratigraphy of the islands, as a -
cepted in thi · study, con ists of three eolia
nite formations, three marine limestone for
mation" and three paleo ·ols, arranged in 
the foJlowing order, although nowhere is 
there a complete geologi section. he 
paleo ols mark erosional unconformities and 
are not truly aggradational units like the 
marine lime ·tones and the irregularly di -
tributed eolian clepo its. 

Dune· 
t. George' paleosol 

Pembroke eoliani te 
pencer' Point marine limestone 

Harrington paleo ol 
Devonshire rn<1rine limestone 
Shore Ilills palcosol 
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Bermuda Islands with the adjacent banks. 

Belmont marine limestone 
Walsingham eolianite 
Volcanic rock 

A dozen or so solutional cave in various 
stages of deterioration are known. They 
show by ceiling and wall blind pockets and 
sponge-work, horizontal elongation, and 
total lack of solutional .Outlines on fracture
determined, steeply inclined entrance pas
sage walls, that they are of phreatic origin. 
For their making, Bermuda had to have a 
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fre h ground water body whose water table 
was 30-40 feet above present tide level, an 
impossible condition today. Only the 
Greater Bermuda of glacial times could have 
provided it. 

The Ghyben-Herzberg concept of a lens 
of fresh water in adequately sized oceanic 
islands, 12 times as deep below sea level as 
its water table is above (Badon Ghyben, 
1889; Herzberg, 1901), is appealed to in 
explanation. At such times, the interior 
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b<l'sins' could hardly have existed in anything 
like \tlheir present dimensions. The caves ap
pear · to pre-date the long interval of solu
tion.al reduction which gave us the St. 
Gedrge's paleosol and the Older Bermuda 
topography. 

1\Iariy fragmentary relics of former caves 
diversify the sea cliffs facing the open ocean, 
the large lagoon to the north, and, espe
cially, the interior ound and harbors. 
Heavy, corroded dripstone masses still dec
orate teep-walled con avities back under 
partly· surviving roof . 

The steep fracture caves, which Swinner
ton misinterpreted as vadose solutional cavi
tie , all lead down to failed portions of the 
horizontally elongated true solution caves 
and are genetically ponor sinkholes. In 
quarries, a founder brec ia is seen in rock 
overlying collapsed tra ts of the true solu
tion caves. 

It is significant that uch fracture open
ings occur in hill slopes marginal to the in
terior basins, strike parallel to their shore 
lines where the cave relics noted above oc
cur, and in some cases clearly record gravity 
faulting of great lice of the hillside down 
toward the basins. These basins are in part 
later than the cave . They are viewed as 
essentially uvalas of a mature karst topog
raphy and the scattered islands and penin
sulas in them as cave-containing hums. 
. Thus the Bermuda karst topography, par

tially drowned today, is also a product of 
conditions of Pleistocene low sea level but 
is later than most cave-making. 

Cave history in Bermuda presents a para
dox. In continental interiors, limestone 
caves pass from a phreatic environment to 
a vado e one because of deepening of river 
valleys and consequent lowering of the 
water table due to uplift of the region. But 
in Bermuda, it was initial rise of sea level 
that destroyed the phreatic conditions, 
drained and initiated collapse of caves, and 
allowed dripstone to grow. Further rise 
ha submerged some of that secondary lime-
tone to depth a great as 60 feet below 

tide level. 
The hore Hill paleosol records fully as 

long an exposure as does the later St. 
George's soil, and probably there have been 
two episodes of marked emergence (a 
Greater Bermuda) involving a fresh ground 
water body, cave-making, and solutional re
duction of the land of its time. 

'I hi paper is only a ummary statement. 
The detailed evidence for its conclusions 
will be presented in another publication. 
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DISCUSSION 

RoGER W. BRUCKER, Cave R esearch Founda
tion: Swinnerton explained in his longer 
work in 1932 that, in his Bermuda paper, 
he had not meant to discuss at length his 
water-table hypothesis but to emphasize the 
importance of joint control. 

A unmR: We could not satisfy ourselves that 
there was joint control that was effective. 
Swinnerton mistook hillside gravity sliding 
for joints. We saw two sets of joints in the 
marine limestones, but the joints hadn't 
been opened much by solution. There are 
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caves down which one can crawl that I call 
collapse ponors, but these do not have joint 
control. 
WILLIAM E. DAVIE , U. S. Geological Sur
vey: Dr. Bretz, may I draw you out on one 
thing please? You said, I believe, that the 
water gradient in Bermuda was about 1 in 
300 toward the sea, and that the caves de
veloped along a phreatic slope such as this. 
How is this slope related to the develop
ment of the caves? Wouldn't the develop
ment be near the top of this zone of satura
tion? 
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uTnoR: No, I did not specify the position 
below the water slope at which the cave 
development took place. 

RrcHARD' R. ANDERSON, Bell Telephone 
Laboratories: Did you say there was one 
large cavern under the entire surface which 
collapsed to leave the residual island 
mounds? 

UTHOR: No, a complex of cave . These 
hills occur all over the Bermuda island 
group ; they are what are called hums or 
residual hills left in a region otherwise low
'r d by rain-water solution. 
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GEORGE W. MooRE, U.S. Geological Suruey: 
Could the paradox of the Bermuda caves be 
resolved if the caves were formed, not dur
ing glacial times of low sea level, but during 
a former interglacial period when sea level 
was even higher than it is today? Former 
shorelines along the Atlantic coastal plain 
which possibly formed during the Sangamon 
Interglacial stage are 30-40 feet above sea 
level and might correspond with the time 
of cave development in Bermuda. 
AUTHOR: There being no fresh ground 
water in Bermuda today, I see less chance 
for any when sea level stood still higher. 
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Changing Concepts of Speleogenesis 
by WILLIAM R. HALLIDAY * 

AnsTRACT--Theories on the nature of the origin and development of limestone 
caverns underwent systematization in the United States in 1930 as a result of 
the publication of an important deductive study by William Morris Davis. For 
some years thereafter, controversy existed as to whether caves are a result of a 
"one-cycle" process occurring wholly in the vadose zone or a "two-cycle" process 
having its first pha e in the phreatic zone. Field work by many investigators in 
recent years has indicated some features of caverns which clearly were formed 
in the phreatic zone and others which were formed in the vado e zone, but 
this has by no means resolved the controversy. 

Comparison of the features of individual limestone cave with those of 
nearby caves that are at a different stage in a genetic equence and compari on 
with caves in different regions suggest that the terms "one-cycle" and "two
cycle" should be abandoned. Emphasis instead hould be placed on the specific 
nature of features of individual caves derived from processes occurring in each 
of the phreatic and vado e zones. Only in the broadest terms can it be aid 
that all limestone caves develop in the same way, and terminology which sug
gests that this is true should be replaced by de cription of individual spcleo
genetic equcnce . 

Thirty years ago, William Morris Davis 
(1930) presented an important deductive 
tudy of the origin of limestone caverns. 
!though others had at least glimpsed the 

concepts which Davis outlined in this paper, 
his contribution resulted in a profound, 
almost revolutionary alteration of concepts 
on the origin and development of lime-
tone caves. Its implications were so far

reaching that it is fitting today, 30 years 
later, that we reconsider not only these 
implications, but their ignificance in the 
light of later research which his paper 
timulated. 

The present paper will not review the 
oncepts of speleogenesis expressed before 

1930, nor will it restate the finer details of 
Davis' concepts. It will suffice to condense 
h is 150 pages into the statement that Davis 
postulated two types of origin for limestone 
caves. One of these occurred during a single 
geomorphic cycle, as a result of the effects 
of subsurface water acting on interstices of 
limestone during a fairly early phase of the 
geomorphic cycle, with downcutting and 

• Paper read by Philip M. Smith, National 
: cience Foundation 
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perhaps subterranean tream piracy soon 
causing the cave to be drained. The other 
type developed rather late in the geomorphi 
cycle, primarily through deep phreatic solu
tion, and the e caves were exposed as a re
sult of subsequent uplift which superim
posed a second geomorphic cycle on the 
history of th region. His terms for the 
caverns produced in these two hypothetical 
ways were "one- ycle avern " and "two
cycle caverns." 

Close perusal of his paper leave littl 
doubt that Davis was referring to geo
morphic cycles in the use of the e terms, 
rather than cycles within caves a ha come 
to be assumed widely. Perhaps somewhat 
becau e of the manner of hi arrangement 
of material, many investigators have come 
to infer that Davi deduced that hi theo
retical "one-cycle caverns" were produced 
ex lusively by solution and corra ion abov 
the water table, as contra ted to the "two-
ycle caverns" developed below the water 

table. Despite hi summary entitled "four
epoch history of one-cycle caverns" which , 
alone, might lead to such a belief, this wa · 
not entirely the case. Reference to speleo
genesis below the water table is encountered 
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eatedly in his discussion of "one-cycle 
rep . h . d 

ns " particularly in t e section on e-caver , . 
elopment of cavernous passages m one-

~ycle caverns in porous li~estones. In retro
spect, it appears that Davis pe~hap placed 
too much emphasi on solution beneath 

eneplains and not enough on that by shal-
p . d 1. 
low subwater-table streams m ense im.e-
tone , perhaps in part because he w.as mis

informed about the nature of certam cav
ernous limestones (Swinnerton, 1932) . Bu.t 
it is clear that Davis considered the po ~1-
bility of different ~inds of speleogenes1s, 
and pecifically con idered, for example, ~he 
possibility that some one-cycle caverns w~ich 
developed beneath the water table might 

roduce what he termed an "imitation of a 
p " 
two- ycle cavern. 

It is also of note that Davis emphasized 
the discontinuity and filamentous irregu
larity of the water table in dense limestones 
"even in a late stage of an erosion cycle". 
He also pointed out that until considerable 
maturity of the water table had d~veloped, 
the height of the air-water contact m small, 
new pa ages of the first erosion cycle would 
vary, as a result of such fa~tors as rainfall, 
surface flow, passage size, slope, and perhaps 
configuration, so that the water. table m 
such regions would not have a s1~ple sur
face. This does not mean that all h1 related 
deductive concepts are fully acceptable to
day, such as his belief that in dense lime-
tones, a typical cavern passage newly de

veloped in the first erosion cycle would 
acquire a "free. upper surface" at "~or~; 
su h ize as a garden hose or a tovepipe .. 
Nevertheless, it seems apparent that Davis 
envi ioned different mechanisms of speleo
o-enesis occurring under different circum
ntan es although his advanced age precluded 
his developing this topic by the study of 
large numbers of caverns in diff~re~t area~. 
It was his conclusion that there is little evi
dence of origin of important caverns 
through the mechanism of water with a 
"free upper surfac~", although he noted the 
eHccts of such stre'ari1s in the subsequent 
development of certairit cavern patterns. 

In 1932, Ralph W. Stone published 
a revision of his study · of the caves of 
Penn ylvania in which he stated that the 
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history of mo t of the caves which ·?e 
had studied in that state was "divided . in~o 
at least two distinct cycles". By the term 
cycles, Stone was referring to the epochs. ?Ut
lined by Davi (i.e., phreatic origin, · plu's 
subsequent drainage) rather than t~ geo
morphic cycles. In the same year, Swmner
ton (1932) similarly wrote of Davis' theory: 
"The solutional phase, or first cycle, occurs 
during the low stand of the limestone body; 
the depositional phase represents the second 
pha e ... " when uplift has supervened. 

With all due re pect to Dr. Stone, who 
probably has done at least as much to pro
mote the progress of speleology in the 
United States as any of the more publicized 
peleologists who were his contemporaries, 

it must be said that this seemingly inocuous 
change of emphasis in Davis' terminology 
was unfortunate. Ten years later J Harlen 
Bretz (1942) wrote: "Davis conceived of 
two epochs in a cavern's history: The f~rst 
occurring beneath the water table and ben~g 
entirely solutional, the second ... af~er air 
enters the cave." At that time, the concept 
of phreatic solution as the key to under
~tanding the origin of limestone caverns .was 
still in need of support. Bretz re-emphasized 
and produced evidence that most of the 
limestone caverns which he studied had 
been developed below the water table, and 
that free-surface streams merely modified 
them. At that time, incidentally, Bretz ap
parently still believed that most important 
caves probably developed beneath pene
plains as Davis had postulated, even though 
Swinnerton had previously pointed out that 
except for artesian flow, there is l.ittle hy~ro
static head and consequently httle m~ve
ment and solution by ground water berieath 
a peneplain (Swinnerton, 1932) . Bretz also 
stated that he was "introducing the concept 
of an epoch of tlay filling in normal cave 
history", between the earlier phreatic and 
the later vadose epochs. Unfortuna~ely, 
some speleologists have confused his caref~l 
use of the tem1 epoch, also used by Davis, 
with Davis' use of cycle, and have termed 
this the "three cycle theory", thus in~scqn-
struing both Davis and Bretz. . . . . . . 
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This tendency has become widespread, 
and has even been incorporated into stan
dard references, so that the term "one cycle 
theory" to the average speleologist now 
means the concept that a cave is of vadose 
origin, and "two cycle theory", the concept 
that caves are developed below the water 
table and later drained by down-cutting or 
uplift. As Stone stated in 1932: "In the first 
cycle they were being excavated and were 
filled with water. In the second or present 
cycle they arc filled with air and some of 
them are slowly being filled with traver
tine". With the advent of the use of aqua
lungs for exploration and study, the term 
"one cycle phreatic cavern" might also have 
been anticipated, but to the best of my 
knowledge, we have been spared this. 

The situation has slowly become more 
confu ed. Davie (1957) has termed the 
intermediate clay fill epoch of Bretz a 
"third cycle", and on at least one occa ion 
the outline of speleogenesis in Appalachian 
caves by Davies (1957) has been termed the 
"four cycle theory". If this tendency were 
to be carried to its logical end, the term 
"six cycle theory" would be applied to 
Bretz's (1956, p. 165) outline of the history 
of Marvel Cave, Missouri; "seven cycle 
theory" to Green's (1958) study of certain 
caves of the Uinta Mountains, Utah; "eight 
cycle theory" to my recent outline of speleo
genesis in the Sierra Nevada of California 
(Halliday, 1957) ; and so on up to a "twelve 
cycle theory", since at least that number of 
changes in subterranean history have been 
recorded (Halliday, 1954). Actually, it has 
not been established and seems doubtful 
that any single speleogenetic period of 
cavern history alone represents a complete 
geomorphic cycle. 

It seems fair to say that the concepts out
lined by Bretz in 1942 have probably had 
as much impact upon the progress of spele
ology as did the paper by Davis twelve years 
earlier. Bretz outlined methods for deter
mining the history of individual caverns, 
and enthusiastic use has been made of this 
approach. As the years have passed, how
ever, it has become more and more appar
ent that strict conformance to this approach 
also has certain flaws. 
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In the more re en t American and British 
literature, at least, there is a strong tendency 
for insistence that the solutional features of 
limestone caverns must be classified either 
as phreati (developed beneath the water 
table) or vado e (above the water table). 
Since the water table of limestone regions 
is far from imple, both in pattern and in 
concept, it is not surprising that controver-
ies have ari en over clas ification and no

menclature. This is perhaps more apparent 
in per onal communi ation than in perusal 
of the literature, suggesting that it may be 
hampering the publication of valuable 
studies. 

Davi ' d ductive tudy emphasized the 
importance of deep circulation of ground 
water, and hence phreatic speleogenesis at 
great depth as opposed to that close to the 
water table. This was soon challenged by 
several authorities who believed that deep 
phreatic speleogenesis was exceptional if it 
occurred at all. 

In hi 1942 tudy, Bretz noted that Davis 
had proposed the term "water-table stream" 
as well as "subwater-table stream". Davis 
considered the latter important in speleo
genesis, at least in some caves in limestones 
which he inferred to be porous. By a term
inology employed widely today, the sub
water-table streams of Davis and Bretz arc 
-or ought to be-considered phreatic; but 
this is by no means accepted universally, 
and strong arguments for classing them a 
vadose have been advanced. 

In 1932 Swinnerton stressed the speleo
genetic importance of "lateral flow in the 
upper zones of the water table," a concept 
which he had expressed somewhat less clearly 
in 1929. Emphasizing the zone of fluctua
tions of the water table, he termed these 
water-table or subwater-table streams "va
dose" even though at times of heavy rain
fall, he stated, no free air surface existed. 
As Warwick (1953, p. 55) has cautiously 
outlined this controversial subject: "Opinion 
varies whether such flooded passages are 
part of the phreatic zone. Theoretically thi~ 
depends on whether the flooding is belo'Y. 
the general water-table, but this is n()t 
always possible to determine.'• Similarly, 
Bretz (1942; 1956) ha Ii ted ceiling chan-
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nets as · vadose phenomen<~, and argued in 
support of this seeming contradiction. 

·A somewhat different method of speleo
o-enesis · was proposed by Malott (1932; 
l 936) ' now generally termed the invasion 
theory of cavern development. Malott con
cluded that the caves which he studied 
owed most of their characteristics to inva
sion of small, primitive, poorly developed 
network-type phreatic caverns by intermit· 
tent flood waters and other surface flow, 
which might or might not have a free sur
face within the cave. 

Other workers ha \'C pro po ed variations 
of the mechanisms mentioned above, but 
those already discussed seem to be the most 
important contributions to date. Let us then 
consider the rhetorical question: what is the 
result of the accumulation of data through 
the years, and of the differing theories which 
it has spawned? 

First, it is welJ to reiterate that the article 
L>y Davis was a deductive study, outlining 
various possibilities and urging fi~ld studies 
which its author could not personally carry 
out. Davis himself pointed out (1932, p. 
()06) that certain caverns were not in accord 
with the emphasis he placed on deep 
phreatic solution, and undoubtedly he an
ticipated that many of his deductions would 
be modified as the result of later infor-
mation. 

l 

Secondly, to a speleologist with little field 
experience in the areas discussed by Bretz, 
Davies, Malott, and Swinnerton, it seems 
curiously evident that each appears to have 
drawn reasonable conclusions from the evi
dence observed in specific geographic areas, 
but that the stratigraphic, geomorphic, and 
structural conditions of the areas studied by 
these investigators 'differ markedly. 

Inasmuch as the surfaces of these area 
have not all had the same geomorphic his
tory, it does not appear logical to expect 
the history of their caves to have been 
necessarily identical. 

The student of the origin and develop
ment of limestone caverns of the western 
United States and Pacific islands is blessed 
by diversity in conditions of speleogenesis. 
The caves of California present particularly 
fruitful contrasts, although the systematic 

study of large areas of the state is just be
gun. In a recent publication, I pointed out 
how different were the origins of many of 
the caves of the Sierra Nevada (Halliday, 
1957) . One type of cave commonly found 
in the vertical or steeply tilted limestone of 
the Sierra Nevada has horizontal passages. 
Often these caves have flat, horizontal sec
tions of ceilings which sometimes are step
ped, indicating a eries of pauses in the 
lowering of the level of the regional or local 
water table. As intimated by Davis (1932, p. 
606) in the case of similar caverns in 
Virginia, and emphasized by others before 
and since, these caves show marked control 
by the water table. 

An entirely different type of cave is 
found more rarely in California. Good ex
amples are the White Chief Caves at the 
foot of a cirque high in the Sierra Nevada. 
These shallow, largely graded caverns ap
pear to have been developed through the 
agency of periodic invasion by surface waters 
which, intermittently at least, filled them 
completely. In addition, however, these 
caves show many remnants of a pre-existing, 
somewhat three-dimensional network of 
phreatic origin similar to that cited by 
Malott. It is also my personal belief that 
Boyden Cave, 180 feet above the south fork 
of the Kings River, also owes most of its 
development to invasion. A slot at the en
trance to the cave is caused by recent down
cutting by the cave stream attempting to 
keep pace with the river, but the largely
graded remainder of the cave (originally a 
relatively minor part of the Church Cave 
system) appears to be clue to invasion by 
nearby Windy Gulch Creek when this creek 
intersected an earlier phreatic cavern at a 
level close to that then occupied by the 
nearby river. 

Still other caverns in the Sierra Nevada 
show patterns characteristic of a phreatic 
origin and a profusion of phreatic speleo
gens (solution features) extending to con
siderable depth, with little or no evidence 
of even short halts in the descent of the 
water table during regional downcutting. 
Whether these features are a result of deep 
phreatic solution or of shallow phreatic 
olution paralleling the dropping water 
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table is an unanswered question, but most 
observers seem to favor the deep phreatic 
theory. 

It is possible that some heavily-fluted, 
tubular California caverns, hundreds of 
feet below erosion surfaces, may have been 
formed through deep artesian solution, but 
no satisfactory evidence is yet at hand. 

In the recently-emerged, poorly consoli
dated coralline limestone of southern Oki
nawa the characteristic cavern pattern is a 
graded branchwork superimposed on an 
earlier network. Some of the caves are a 
little above the water table, and dry. Others 
contain streams which are almost graded. 
Still other caves appear to extend to consid
erable depth below the water table. In my 
limited experience with the last group, I 
did not find any submerged aerogenic 
speleothems like those of Bermuda, nor did 
I find horizontal ceilings like those of the 
California caves mentioned earlier. t least 
one Okinawa cave shows modification by in
vading flood waters in the form of a dis
tinct type of hackly, pitted surface at a 
horizon a few feet below the main part of 
the cave, and on the lowest part of the 
main level, but the remainder of this cave 
and most of the others appear to have been 
formed by solution by hallow ubwater
table streams. 

The idea that limestone caverns may not 
all have the same history is not new. Both 
Davis and Swinnerton alluded to it, the lat
ter stating his belief that: "although deep 
phreatic caverns exi t, most of the large 
cavern sy terns (which he studied) were, at 
the time of their formation, closely related 
to the water table level" ( winnerton, 
1932) . [any recent students of caves, in
cluding Bretz (1956), have pointed out 
that not all caves of a given area have the 
same speleogeneti equence. It has been 
suggested that many of the differences of 
opinion expressed by different ob ervers can 
be resolved by considering the differing 
factors which operated in the areas studied 
by each. 

synthesis of these differing theories can 
be achieved only by study, comparison, and 
interpretation of the individual characteri -
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tics of ea h cave and cave region. This is 
essentially what Davis urged 30 years ago. 
,\s mentioned earlier, thi type of study re
ceived great impetus from the 1942 paper 
of Bretz, which was also of value in that it 
completed the work of Davis in di proving 
the idea that ordinary streams were re pon
s i ble for the chara tcristic of mo t cav . 
Now, however, it appears that insi tence 
upon cla sif ying speleogens a either phre
atic or vadose is somewhat hampering fur
ther progres , and the wide deviation of the 
use of the terms "one-cycle" and "two-cycle" 
from their original context ha also intro
duced artificial barriers. 

It is probably fair to say that a onsider
able number of speleologists in both the 
United States and Great Britain who hold 
differing views on these matters of terminol
ogy and classification have independently 
evolved surprisingly similar views of speleo
genesis which basically are a synthesis of the 
concepts originally outlined by winnerton 
and by Davis, with specific modifications 
where needed. There seems to be less and 
les divergence of basic oncept , and more 
and more argument over clas ification and 
terminology, which can be carried to the 
point that two authorities holding similar 
views are unable to recognize their agree
ment. 

Co 1cLus10Ns 

It is proposed that the time has come 
for the substjtution of a more descriptive 
a pproa h to peJcogenesi than the mere 
use. of phrases like "one-cycle" and "two
cycle" or "vaclose" and "phreatic." It 
seems desirable, for example, to speak in 
terms of a free surface or lack thereof, of 
turbulent or smooth flow, of degradation 
or aggradation of elastic fill, of flow primar
ily under the influen e of gravity or of 
hydro tatic forces, of primary and secondary 
permeability of the bed-rock, of shallow 
and deep subwater-table fJow, of a station
ary or des ending water table, and the like; 
not to mention renewed emphasis on the 
nature of the water table in given cases. 

By outlining individual, regional, and 
worldwide peleogenesis in such term , our 
progress will escape blind alleys of needless 
controversy. Too many vital question re-
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main unanswered to afford the luxury of 
setting up additional artificial problems for 
the sake of argument. Emphasis must be 
placed on the interpretation of the specific 
nature and sequence of cave features, and 
upon determining the exact conditions 
which caused their presence. Only in the 
broadest sense can it be said that all lime
stone caves develop in the same way-or in 
one of two ways-and terminology which 
suggests that this is true should be replaced 
by descriptive data based on the individual 
speleogenetic sequence observed in each 
case. 
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WESTER SPELEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 

1117 36th AVENUE N., 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 

DISCUSSION 

CHARLES R. WARREN, U.S. Geological Sur
vey: s a geologist who has only incidental 
speleological background, I am confused by 
the use that seems to be made of the terms 
vado e and phreatic. "Vadose" means above 
the water table, or water in unsaturated 
ro ks. "Phreatic" would include all water 
below the water table, both near the water 
table and deeper as in arte ian condition . 
"Phreatic" would include perched water 
tables - anything that would contribute 
water to a well. If you use these terms in 
any other way, you're privileged to do so as 
long as it is clear what you mean, but I 
suggest you avoid the terms or use them in 
these, the accepted senses. 

J HARLEN BRETZ, Univ. of Chicago: Would 
it atisfy you if we used the term perched 
along with the word phreatic? 

WARREN: That could be true in many cases. 
The existence or absence of a free air sur-
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face at the top of the phreatic zone also may 
be a quite sig·nificant point. 
BRETZ: A cave-floor stream could exist above 
the water-table level? 
WARREN: It would be the local wat r table
it could be a perched water table but as long 
as it is a flowing tream, to me, it' phreatic 
because it is a continuous body of water, 
and water that is flowing laterally is not 
moving straight down as vadose water in 
es ence does. 

BRETZ: Then the floor of a cave stream which 
is above the regional water table i character
ized by phreatic conditions? 

'!\T ARREN: The word phreatic is derived from 
the Greek word for well, and if the water 
would seep laterally into a pipe placed there, 
it is phreatic water. 

RICHARD R. ANDER ON, Bell TelejJhone Lab
oratories: At what angle would water moving 
downward stop being vadose water? 
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WARREN: At the point where the openings 
of the rock become saturated with water. 
BRETZ: If the water in the bottom of the 
stream is penetrating cracks and leaking 
down to unsaturated rock, what kind of 
water is that? 
W ARRE : The part that is in the stream is 
phreatic. As soon as it gets below the perched 
water table to the point where there is air 
between water moving by laminar flow so 
that there are saturated conditions, then it 
ceases to be phreatic. 
RocER W. BRUCKER, Cave Research Founda
tion: 1 share Dr. Halliday's concern in thi 
problem. Finch suggested (Colorado Sci. Soc. 
Proc., v. 7, p. 193-252, 1904) that three zones 
arc important in ground water circulation: a 
zone of percolation, a zone of discharge, and 
a static zone at depth. This places emphasis 
on a dynamic concept of the water table 
which is probably best expressed as a piezo
metric surface. 
GEORGE W. MooRE, U. S. Geological Survey: 
In Meinzer's original definition of the words 
pltreatic and vadose [U.S. Geol. Survey 
Water Supply Paper 489, p. 38, 1923] they 
were intended to apply to permeable rocks. 
The situation in limestone may be more com
plex and the words therefore lose some of 
their applicability. A stream flowing in a 
cave passage above the top of the zone of 
saturation cannot be described in these terms 
without some ambiguity. 
WILLIAM E. DAVIES, U.S. Geological Survey: 
Answering a point in this paper, if Dr. Halli
day will recheck his source he will find I have 
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used the word stage in application to the de
velopment of limestone caverns rather than 
cycle as implied. Cycle denotes return to the 
point of starting and subsequent repetition. 
Stage is better than epoch because epoch, in 
the geologic sen e, connote a time element. 
Erosion in karst is a straight-line process to 
destruction, though certain stages may have 
distinct characteristics. I feel there are nor
mally four such stage in karst and cavern 
development. 

ARTHUR L. LANGE, Cave Research Associates: 
I agree with Dr. Halliday when he main
tains that each cave can come about differ
ently. Even in the case of limestone solution 
caves, considered apart from other types: 
these are the result of the combinations and 
alternations of structures and processes. We 
can try to detect common processes such as 
submerged solution, or free stream solution, 
and we can attempt to map the initial joint 
and bedding patterns and classi(y these; but 
trying to discover some universal pattern of 
cave-making is like trying to find the uni
versal tory plot. Such an over-generalization 
would be useless. 

DAvrns: I do not agree and feel there is one 
way in which most caves have formed, and 
we must find that way. We will all agree that 
most of them formed by the solvent action 
of water, and I think if we continue working 
we will find that most caves can be tied to a 
certain sequence of events. If not we will 
have chaos; there will be 5,000 different ways 
to form caves. 



Origin and Geologic Relations of 
Breathing Cave, Virginia 
by GEORGE H. DEIKE, Ill 

ABSTRACT--Thirty or more caves occur in the folded Tonoloway, Keyser, and 
Helderberg limestones in the southwestward extension of a synclinal segment 
of the Bullpasture River Valley in west-central Virginia. The limestone forma
tions, dipping less than 30°, plunge northeast beneath Devonian shale and are 
again exposed in Bullpasture Gorge water gap. Subterranean drainage crosses 
the structural grain and resurges at four springs in Bullpasture Gorge. 

Breathing Cave, on the northwest side of the valley, in which four miles 
of passages have been surveyed, is a rectangular maze of strongly joint-con
trolled passages in a limited stratigraphic zone. The cave is confined to a 77-
foot section of shaly limestone between two sandstone beds and is little affected 
by numerous minor folds and faults. It follows the clipping flanks of a syncline 
through a vertical range of 340 feet. 

The major caves appear to have developed below the water table, in an 
artesian situation, confined by sandstone interbeds. Caves near spring outlets 
tend to be horizontal, regardless of the attitude of the bedding, and evidently 
they formed directly below the water table. Breathing Cave, which is far from 
the ground water outlet, exhibits deep bedding-controlled development, but it 
contains some evidence of horizontal enlargement caused by former stable 
positions of the water table. 

INTRODUCTION 

Breathing Cave, Virginia, has attracted the 
attention of members of the National Speleo
logical Society for more than 15 years. The 
complex pattern of interconnected passages 
challenged explorers, and evidence of salt
pe ter mining near the entrance encouraged 
Burton S. Faust to undertake research into 
the history of the mining. The reversing air 
currents from which the cave takes its name, 
originally noted by Faust (1947), have been 
studied by Donald N. Cournoyer and were 
described by him in a short paper (Cour
noyer, 1954) . 

In January 1954, members of the Nittany 
Chapter of the Society, including the author, 
first visited the cave and undertook a survey. 
This study was made a Society project in 
1956, and 22,000 feet of passages were sur
veyed with compass and tape. The survey in
cluded many virgin passages in the northern 
end of the cave beyond a 42-foot drop, and 
the cave is still not fully explored. I. K. 
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Nicholson has recently conducted surface ex
plorations in the area which led to the dis
covery in March 1958 of the Butler Cave 
system which is considerably larger than 
Brea thing Cave and is only partly explored 
and mapped. 

The present study is a portion of work 
clone for a Master's Thesis at the University 
of Missouri. Field work was done during 
parts of the summers of 1958 and 1959. The 
author is indebted to his wife, Ruth, and to 

various members of the Nittany Chapter, 
especially John L. Haas, for help in the field, 
and to members of the D. C. Chapter cabin 
committee for making their facilities near the 
cave available. 

GEOLOGIC RELATIONS 
Breathing Cave is in the southwestward 

extension of the synclinal valley of the Bull
pasture River in west-central Virginia (fig. 
1) . Devonian Oriskany sandstone and over
lying Onondaga and Millboro shales crop out 
in the valley along· the axis of the syncline 
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Figure l 
Location and geology of the Breathing Cave area, Virginia. 

which plunges to the northeast. Except for a 
few patches, these rocks are entirely eroded 
away in the extension of the valley southwest 
of Bullpasture Gorge. Here a broad area of 
Upper Silurian and Lower Devonian lime
stone is exposed. Beneath the limestone lies 
resistant Ordovician and Silurian sandstone 
and shale which form the ridges surrounding 
the limestone outcrop. Bullpasture Mountain 
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is an anticline through which Bullpasture 
River has cut a gorge to reach its junction 
with the Cowpasture River. Breathing Cave 
is located on the southern slope of Jack 
Mountain, on the northwest side of the val
ley, where the limestone dips 12-20 ° E. 

treams flowing from the ridges sink near 
the limestone contact, and permanent surface 
streams occur only on the shale outcrop. The 
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Figure 2 
Stratigraphic column showing the part of the 
Keyser limestone in which Breathing Cave is 

developed. 

b d of Sinking Creek can be traced easily, but 
it contain water only during very rainy 
periods. Other stream channels on the lime
stone are obscure. 

Ground water from the limestone valley 
rises at four springs at the northwest end of 
Bullpasture Gorge. This i the lowest point 
of limestone outcrop and has long been base 
level for the underground drainage. The flow 
from these springs, measured in July 1959 to 
be about 20 second-feet, is approximately 
enough to account for all the rain which falls 
annually on the limestone and mountain 
slopes combined. These must be the only 
important outlets. 
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The most important feature observed in 
relation to the development of Breathing 
Cave is the lithologic control of solution. 
Figure 2 how the ection of limestone in 
which the cave is excavated. The section i 
part of the Upper ilurian Keyser limestone, 
and the sand tone beds are tongues of the 
Clifton Forge sandstone, which replaces the 
Keyser in southern Virginia. The lowest thin
beddecl limestone may be the top of the 
Tonoloway limestone. The cave is almost 
entirely confined to 77 feet of shaly limestone 
between two 12-foot beds of sandstone. In 
thin e tion, th upper andston is found to 
be composed of closely packed, silica-ce
mented quartz grains with little calcit 
cement. The upper three feet is calcareous 
sand ton . The lower sandstone is hard, but 
largely calcareous, especially the upper three 
feet. These sandstone beds seriously inter
fered with vertical movement of ground 
water through the beds, confining water 
which entered the limestone between or be
neath the andstone beds to limited horizons. 

The upper andstone forms the roof of 
most of the passage of the cave, particularly 
the long "main passages", which follow the 
regional dip joint direction of N. 50° W. It 
is breached only by collapse, and by a fissure 
where urface water penetrates the system. In 
Butler Cave the calcareous lower sandstone 
roofs mo t of the pas ages, but it has been 
pierced by solution at a number of places. 

An outline map (fig. 3) of Breathing Cave 
shows the relation of the joint-controlled 
maze of the cave to the local topography 
which was surveyed by plane table and 
alidade. The cave is not in a horizontal 
plane, but follows the bedding which strikes 
about north and dip about 15 ° to the east. 
The eastern side of the network is thus 150-
200 feet lower than the western side, where 
the entrance is located. The total vertical 
range of the cave is about 340 feet. 

Drainage is southeast, away from Jack 
Mountain, 4,500 feet northwe t of the cave, 
whose crest lies at an altitude of 3,500 feet. 
The cave crosses the divide between two hol
lows on the mountain slope, and crosses be
neath Red Hollow. Red Hollow, whose 
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Figure 3 
Map of Breathing Cave, Virginia, showing relation to surface topography. 
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Figure 4 
Cathedral Passage extension looking southeast. 
A straight joint passage with a sandstone ceiling 
(with joint visible) showing differential solution 
of thin bedded limestone. Beds dip away from 

foreground and to the left. 

irregular shape is due to solutional activity, 
i usually dry. It has broken into Breathing 
Cave at only one place, near the word Red 
on the map. Most of the sinkholes are de
veloped in stratigraphic position other than 
that of the cave. The cave is not closely re
lated to th pres nt drainage. 

Examination of the cave leaves no doubt 
that it wa · developed below the water table. 
The cav is a network developed along joints 
striking about N. 50° W. (main passages) 
and N. 60 ° E. (cro s passages) and several 
other le prominent directions. The passag s 
are high and narrow, each developed along 
one or two joint·. The stages of development 
·een in the ave sugge t that initial widening 
of the joints began along one or more cllan
nels which usually oalesced into one high 
passage. Several reverse faults are exposed on 
the cav wall , but ther has been almost no 
olution along these. The corners at passage 

inter ection ar not rounded. 
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Figure 5 
The Natural Bridge, about 15 feet high, a 
continuous rock span following a minor fold 

in limestone. 

The cave walls show the effects of differen
tial olution of the thin shaly limestone beds 
which range considerably in grain size and 
sand and clay content (fig. 4). There are no 
scallops or flute on the limestone suggesting 
the current velocity in the galleries was low. 
Other subwater-table featur s include joint
oriented wall cavities, and some spongework
like knobs. Pockets and spongework are rare 
because the differences in solubility between 
the thin bed are much more important to 
wall form than differences distributed 
through the mass of the limestone. Continu
ous ro k spans are fairly common. The Na
tural Bridge (fig. 5) is an interesting ex
ample, because it follows a minor fold in the 
limestone, its under surface being a bedding 
plane. It i a remnant of the partition be
tween two joint passages, one of which ap
parently was blind. The cave also exhibit 
thin bands of shale which fill cracks per
pencli ular to the bedding and tand in relief 
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becau e of differential olution (fig. 6) . 
These were named clay fins by White 
(1959a). 

ot all of the joints exposed in the caye 
have been opened by solution, but many 
have. From northeast to southwest across the 
cave system there are more than 70 parallel 
pa ages in a distance of 1,700 feet. Solution 
was accomplished by sl'owly moving water 
along most o( the joints in this limestone 
zone. 

The original joint pas ages have been al
most completely filled with conglomeratic silt 
and sand fill (fig. 7) . Cobbles 12 inches in 
diameter are common, and the explorable 
parts of the cave are open as a result of the 
removal of this fill by small free-surface 
treams. 

The profile of the Cathedral Pa ag·e (fig. 
8), which is a long main passage in the 
middle of the main part of the cave south 
of the entrance, shows the irregular removal 
of the elastic fill. The roof of the passage is 
the upper sandstone. Several faults are ex
posed. The lower sandstone is exposed only 
in the deep canyon in the fill near the north
west end of the profile where a small stream 
crosses the Cathedral Passage. The passage is 
filled to the ceiling at the fold at the south
east end of the profile. The southern-most 
passages in the cave have been emptied of 
fill beyond this fold which lowers the upper 
sandstone some 80 feet. A small stream ca -
cades down the fold on the lower sandstone 
to another floor of elastic fill. Other passages, 
such as Cathedral Passage, also extend farther 
beyond this big fold but are still filled. 

The limits of the explorable cave pa sage 
are not usually the limits of solution. In 
figure 10 the passages which end downdip 
(east) in fill have been extended diagram

matically. Those which are extended to the 
west, or updip, are largely north of the en
trance, and end in rock falls which may re
flect their approach to the surface (fig. 9) . 
The passages which are shown ending in 
breakdown 500-1,000 feet south of the en
trance, are adjacent to Red Hollow. 

Figur 10 show structure contour lines 
drawn on the bottom of the dipping upper 
sandstone, which i the ceiling of mo t of the 
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Figure 6 
Small reverse fault exposed in Cup Room. 
Differential solution of beds is evident as well 

as "clay fins." 

passage . Thu it shows the slope and alti
tude of the cave roof. The local strike is 
north, at the nose of a subordinate anticline, 
but at both extremities of the cave the strike 
is seen to swing toward the regional strike 
of about . 40° E. 

i\fany caves are thought to begin as a maze 
of small opening , later integrated into a few 
large channels taking the major ground water 
flow. Although Breathing Cave is still a net
work there exists the possibility that water 
flow in the system would have enlarged some 
passages preferentially, as main conduits. 
This might be particularly true if major 
enlargement was accomplished by streams 
just below the water table. This is the mode 
of formation postulated by Davies (1959) . 
The main conduit would be expected to be 
gently sloping, reflecting the slope of the 
water table. In this case the conduits, con
fined by sandstone beds, would lie parallel 
to the strike. Examination of maps and field 
data indicates that there are no such conduit . 
The drainage basin uphill from the cave is 
mall, and flow velocities of a few feet per 

minute could handle the largest floods. As 
a result, no single large streams were clc
veloped in the system. There are some larger 
passages, mostly trending N. 50° W., but 
these are not connected to other N. 50° W. 
passages by large ross pa sag-cs, and if any-
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Figure 7 
An exposure of conglomerotic cave fill 250 feet south of the entrance. 

thing they reflect several preferred paths of 
Ilow diagonally clowndip along thi joint di
rection. 

It appear · that mot of Breathing ave was 
developed imultancou ly in thi confined 
hori:ron by lowly moving waler. 

urface ero ion has taken place in stages 
here in the James River drainage much as it 
ha in the Potomac drainage. This i rcfi ctcd 
in well-developed terraces cut on the shale of 
th Bullpa ture and Cowpa tur River v::il
leys, and probably by various hill summit 
1 v J in the region. These f 'atur 'S reflect 

relatively stable periods in the erosional his
tory of the r gion. t the e times the water 
table would stabilize al o. 

Even if ground water flow were too mall 
to dis olve large main onduits in Breathing 
Cav , th water table mu t have toocl at cer
tain levels in the yst m during th table 
periods, and thi houlcl be reflected in the 
morphology of th cave. dditional upward 
solution would then be limited by the water 
surface. hi probably ha o curr d at two 
levels in Breathing Cave. Le s than 250 feet 
outh of the entran , thr e joint pa ag· . 
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Figure 8 
Profile of Cathedral Passage and extension. The ceiling is the upper sandstone. Cross passages 

shown as shaded openings. 

become impa ibly narrow and eem to pinch 
out near an altitude of 2,300 feet. 

n extended stable water ·urfa e eems to 
explain this sudden narrowing best. Several 
other passages north of the entrance narrow 
noticably at this level, although they do not 
end. These passages were in existence before 
thi table period. hi situation i similar 
to that observed in Pennsylvania caves by 
White (1959b). 

About 650 feet south of the entrance, lower 
levels are shown on figure JO in dashed line . 
In these passages, small free- urface streams 
flow on the lower andstone, but the passages 
seem to narrow and pinch out upward at 
approximately 2,220 feet. The main "level" 
of passages (not truly level) lies about these 
pinch-outs, and i · only connected to the 
lower passages in a few places. Apparently 
upward olution in these lower levels wa 
limited by the water table. 

It is also possible that onccntrated flow of 
water near the water table would develop a 
number of pa ages at this level during stable 
periods. 

Mo t pa age · arc roofed by the upper 
sandstone and only those at other horizon 
in the limestone were examined for concen
trations at particular lev ls. Thi confined 
the examination almo t entirely to the cros 
pa sage , which follow joint· oth r than the 
"main" N. 50° W. dip joint. 

here are a large number of cro s pas ages 
near the Cathedral Passage, 900 feet south 
of the entrance. ome of these are shown in 
figure 8. Most of the cross passages (18) lie 
between 2,120 and 2,170 feet, but few are at 
any single altitude, and there are commonly 
sev ral of them one above another along th • 
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same joint. IL i diffi ult to imag·ine that 
these represen l levels. cveral passage in the 
southern end of th cave have ceiling b -
tween 2,075 and 2,095 feet, but again they do 
not seem to refle t a water surface. If the c 
are levels, then they are numerou and arc 
most likely related to hydrologic conditions 
within the cave ·y tern, rather than table 
periods of local base level of erosion. 

Figure 11 presents the relationship of the 
caves and erosion levels in Bullpasture Val
ley. Pre ent base lev l i the Bullpa tur · 

Figure 9 
The Pit Room, a passage which ends updip in 

a near vertical breakdown pile. 
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Figure 11 
Vertical relations between caves and erosion features. 

River at an altitude of about l, 700 feet 
where it crosses the limestone outcrop. Above 
the river the four most prominent terraces 
are shown diagrammatically. These are often 
correlated with the four glacial stages of the 
Pleistocene epoch. The two lowest hill sum
mit levels, as reported by Davies (1957) in 
the Potomac River drainage basin and ap
parently recognizable in Virginia too, are also 
shown. The horizontal and vertical extent of 
several caves are shown diagrammatically 
with their distance from the river. 

Two outlets to the present drainage are 
shown. One is Blue Spring which rises from 
a joint passage very like those of Breathing 
Cave. Diving has shown the passage to extend 
at least 50 feet below river level. The open
ing is not confined by a sandstone bed. It is 
not known whether the passage extends down 
the dip of the beds, or becomes horizontal, 
cutting across the bedding. 

The other outlet is Aqua Cave, which is 
70 feet above the river. The difference in 
altitude of these two outlets, which are both 
in the Keyser limestone on opposite flanks 
of a syncline. shows that the present active 
drainage is not confined to a level close to 
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present base level. Aqua Cave, however, ex
tends horizontally through dipping beds, 
crossing the axis of an anticline. It appears 
to be close below the second river terrace. 
The cave probably originated as a major 
outlet to subterranean drainage as this ter
race was being formed, in the manner sug
gested by Davies (1959) . Ground water is 
still using this conduit, presumably for lack 
of a connection to a lower outlet. 

The Siphon Caves, located at Water Sinks, 
the termination of Sinking Creek Valley, are 
shown as one cave in figure 11, and seem to 
be direct! y below the fourth terrace level. 
From this cave a dot-dash line shows the pro
file of Sinking Creek, over its divide near 
Butler Cave. 

To understand the relations of Breathing 
and Butler Caves, a few points must be made 
about the water table in this limestone. The 
two springs mentioned above, and two others 
not in the same limestone beds, carry all the 
underground water from the valley to the 
Bullpasture River, the lowest point on the 
water table in the limestone. Neither Breath
ing nor Butler Cave has extensive flooded 
passages which could be said to be below the 
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Figure 12 
Regional structure contour and topographic mop of the Breathing Cove area. Structure contours 

drown on the upper sandstone horizon. Line mops of coves are shown . 

water table. If uch an inundated zone exist , 
it mu t Jie below the explored caves. hypo
thetical water table just below the caves is 
·hown in da hed line on figure 11. It has a 
slope of 1 ss than 100 feet per mile toward 
the river. 

everal free-surface tream in the caves 
contribute to the underground drainage. 
Th c are very small, with a flow of 1/3 
se ond-foot at a time when the prings issue 
20 e ond-feet. he large stream in Butler 
Cave carries much more water in flood and 
is a dang r to exploration down tream. Par
ticularly in Butler Cave, there are standing 
pool along the tream, and th ar a small 

part of the water which feeds the springs a 
relatively steady flow. Most of the storage 
capacity, however, is probably nearer to the 
outlet . If the cave systems continue to follow 
bedding, confined beneath the sandstone 
bed , then large part of the ystem in low 
areas structurally are below the water table 
and act as storage chambers. 

Th two definite and two doubtful le..,els 
of static water tables in Breathing Cave are 
hown in figure 11. The spacing re emblcs 

that of the four river terraces, except that 
these levels are all farther abov the pre n t 
water table than the terraces, and the lowest 
two J ve ls are qu tionabl . Their exact re-
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Figure 13 
Structure section from Breathing Cove to Bullpasture Gorge showing the presumed path of 
artesian flow (arrows) beneath the upper sandstone when the cave began to develop. This path 

extends to a depth of over 1,000 feet. 

lationship to erosion level is therefore un
certain. If the po tulatecl present water tabl 
gradient is typical, then the ancient water 
table would have had to lope toward the 
summit level at 2,150 feet to place the entire 
Breathing Cave system under water. Its origin 
would thus date from the time of thi ero ion 
level, or before. 

Figure 12 shows the topography, taken 
from U. S. Geological Survey quadrangle 
map , of the Breathing-But! r Cave area with 
tructure contours drawn at 200-foot inter

val on the upper sandstone. Rough lin 
maps of the caves are hown. If the water in 
the Breathing Cave ystem was entirely con
fined beneath this sandstone, it must have 
moved toward the outlet at Bullpa turc 
Gorge around or under the synclines and 
anti line hown. Butler Cave, which i 
largely below the lower sand tone, doe ex
t nd up both flanks of a syncline. \Nater 
traveling in a straight line from Breathing 
Cave to the gorge would have to pa.ss beneath 
this same syncline at an altitude of 1, 700 
feet - 600 f et below the present entran e, 
a in figure 13. Butl r ave has a v rtical 
range near 500 feet. It appears likely that the 
water did pas beneath th c stru ture a· 
artesian water confined by the sandstone. 
Breathing Cave, as e plorecl, doc tend to 
parallel the local strike outhward, and thi 
may reflect a tend ncy for the water to go 
around the structures, parallel to the trike 
and h nee to the stru ture contour , rath r 
than directly beneath the anti lines and syn-
lines. The vertical development is nonethe-
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less probably at leas t 400 feet. 
.Having an important bearing on the origin 

o( the sys tem is the fact that it lowest outlet 
has always been at the point where the Bull
p a ture River cut through Bullpasture l\foun
tain anticline in the gorge. A glance at figures 
12 and 13 shows that the river did not cut 
into the Breathing Cave horizon until it 
reached about 2,650 feet, about 1 ,000 feet 
above presen t river level. Only after the lime
stone horizon had a lower outlet at the gorge 
was a hydraulic gradient set up in the Iime-
ton e, and only then did water begin to mo c 

through the rock to reate the caves. The 
known cave lie well below this level. Pre
sumably the higher parts of the original 
ys tcm have been destroyed by erosion. 

CoNcLus10 ·s 
Breathing Cave i a highly joint-controlled 

c1,·e which follows dipping structure in a 
thin haly lime tone 1one. The cave i con
fined beneath a andstone interbcd. 

The cave was developed below the water 
table by slowly moving water in an artesian 
situation over a long period of time. Pre ent 
caves nearer to the re urgcnce of ground 
water at BulJpasture Gorge have probably 
been clevelopccl in a thin zone close beneath 
the. water table which existed during stable 
p eriods of terrace formation. 

Breathing Cave originated at the time 
when the river first opened a low outlet for 
water in the limestone aquifer. It shows some 
effc ts of continuing enlargement when the 
water table stood a t several different level at 
different times within the ave. 
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Breathing and Butler Cayes, both far re
moved from the ground water outlets, exhibit 
deep bedding-controlled development. Caves 
in the same area and limestone bed, but 
closer to the outlets to the surface, tend to 
be horizontal and shallow, regardless of the 
attitude of the bedding. Apparently the in
tegration of passages into conduits close be
low the water table took place most effec
tively near spring outlets. Furthe.r research ~s 
needed to determine whether this pattern is 
adhered to by other caves, both here and in 
other geologic situations. 

At present the Nittany Chapter of the Na
tional Speleological Society is surveying But
ler Cave, and much other work remains to be 
clone. Both Breathing and Butler Caves are 
interesting and perhaps unusual cases of 
lithologic control of solution. They cannot 

yet be used as a basis for a general statement 
on cave origin. 
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DISCUSSION 

WILLIAM E. DAVIES, U. S. Geological Survey: 
We had the same trouble in attempting to 
correlate the terraces with levels, and we 
finally decided to take them not by levels but 
by intervals, plotting the intervals between 
terraces against intervals between cave levels. 
I believe if you did that here you could get 
a good correlation between terraces and 
levels. 

Aun-10R: The correlation by intervals looks 
good, but I am somewhat dubious about the 
lower two levels of the cave because there is 
a series of cross passages at these levels with 
considerably different floor and ceiling eleva
tions. In some places there are two of these 
passages directly one above the other on the 
same joint so that I don't know whether these 
can be lumped together as a level or not. 

DAVIES: We found that unless they are sep
arated by 40 feet or more they cannot be used 
with safety because the gradients vary so 
quickly in a short distance. 
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JoHN A. STELLMACK, Pennsylvania State 
Univ.: In the area of the cave where the 
saltpeter was mined there are large banks of 
fine silt. Can you tie these down to the his
tory of the cave? Were these deposited while 
it was still filled with water? 
AUTHOR: I haven't satisfied myself that I 
understand how some of that fill material was 
deposited. The fills consist of lenses of silt 
and sand, with a great deal of coarse con
glomerate in many places. The deposits look 
like free-surface stream-channel deposits. The 
cave must have had openings on the updip 
side at various times throughout its history. 
Streams from the mountain entered these 
and carried in the fill. None of the fill ex
posures are deltas deposited into standing 
water. Therefore many of the deposits may 
be ordinary stream sediments, or at least they 
have been reworked by free-surface streams. 
There is some laminated silt which may have 
been deposited in standing water, but there 
is much work yet to be done in this field. 
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Terminations of Passages in Appalachian 
Uaves as Evidence for a Shallow 
Phreatiu Origin 
by WILLIAM B. WHITE 

ABSTRACT--Considerable contrpversy exists between advocates of the deep 
phreatic theory of cave origin of Davis and Bretz and advocates of the shallow 
phreatic theory of Davies and Sweeting. The deep phreatic theory predicts 
cavern enlargement along any open conduit in a lithologically suitable bed 
without regard to depth below the water table. The shallow phreatic theory 
predicts solution only in a limited zone just below the water table. The latter 
theory was supported by evidence found in the examination of about 25 caves 
in the Appalachian Mountains. 

Caves with maze patterns have apparently formed by slow phreatic fl.ow 
along a soluble bed. In flat-lying limestone, caves with this pattern may have 
considerable area, but in strata of medium dip, passages on the updip and 
downdip sides terminate abruptly. Hence solution is limited to a narrow zone, 
even though the soluble bed continues in both directions. Several caves in 
nearly vertical limestone have been examined. In none of these had solution 
extended any distance along the bedding in a vertical direction, even though 
a favorable bed and good partings existed in that direction. Instead the caves 
are limited to a nearly horizontal zone. Cross sections of caves in steeply dip
ping limestone show that the passages tend to be elongated along layers of good 
solubility. In the updip direction the cross section narrows and pinches out. 
In the few caves where the cross section can be traced downdip, the same thing 
is observed. 

These data show that caves tend to maintain their horizontal pattern in 
spite of structure and lithology. The position of the water table is apparently 
the dominant controlling factor; structure and lithology seem merely to modify 
the ground plan and passage cross section. 

INTRODUCTION 
Evidence submitted in a number of papers 

by different authors published over the last 
30 years strongly suggests that the majority 
of limestone caves are formed in the phreatic 
zone. The agreement among the authors is 
not so good, however, on the exact path 
taken by the water responsible for the en
largement of the cavern chambers. The argu
ment has been essentially resolved into one 
between a deep phreatic theory and a shallow 
phreatic theory. The problem may be further 
reduced to a matter of determining under 
which of the two mechanisms solution oper
ates with the greater intensity. 

The deep phreatic theory proposes that 
inajor enlargement of a cave takes place at 
random depth through a great distance below 
the water table. When caves are observed to 
exist over a large area in flat-lying limestone 
with little vertical cave relief, it is suggested 
that there is bedding-plane control. The 
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ame horizontal pattern is difficult to explain 
by the deep phreatic theory in limestone with 
a steep dip. 

Davis (1930, p. 611) recognized this prob
lem and says: " ... the caverns here treated 
[those of the Appalachian Mountains] are 
of particular importance because they do not 
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support the main thesis of tl)is es ay as to the 
solutional excavation of caverns by ground 
water below the water table in the first epoch 
of their history; and therefore, instead of 
here finding confirmation of our two cycle 
theory, we find contradiction". Bretz (1942, 
p. 759) also recognized the problem and sug
gested that subwater-table tream may 
modify an older network or pongework to 
produce a horizontal pa sage in a tilted for
mation. It is important to note here that 
Bretz apparently consid reel deep olution to 
be the primary cause and the subwater-table 
stream to be simply a moclif ying factor. 

Sweeting (1950) and Davies (1958) hav 
preferred to regard a ubwater-table tream 
with low gradient as the primary agent. It 
follows then that the greatest enlargement is 
in a zone just under the water table where 
this stream is moving. Deep phreatic solution 
is still needed to open joints to make room 
for the subwater-table tream, but the pro
cess has been assigned a relatively minor 
role. The question is thus resolved into de
ciding which of these two phreatic mechan
isms is responsible for most of the enlarge
ment of caves. 

This paper will consider the caves of the 
Appalachian Mountains of Pennsylvania to 
ee which theory fits the field evidence best. 

Pennsylvania is one of th few area in which 
most of the caves are explored and mapped. 
Hence good data are available on many 
caves in a wide variety of ro k types and 
structural settings. Data have been taken 
from Stone (1953), Haas (1958), and numer
ous unpubli hed maps and reports, as well as 
from the author's field work. 

The author is very grateful to Bernard 
meltzer and Charles Landis, Jr., who mad 

unpublished maps available for this study. 
John . tell mack wa of great as i ta nee in 
collecting field data. 

GEOLOGIC ETTING 

The caves discu sed in thi paper all lie 
in the Valley and Ridge Province of the 
Appalachian Highlands. The three main cave 
areas are the Great Valley, the Ordovician 
Valleys, and the Helderberg Belt. The Great 
Valley, or Cumberland Valley, is floored with 
limestone of Lower Ordovician and Cam
brian age. Caves are developed principally 
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in the lbrook and Conococheague lime
stones. The valleys underlain by Ordovician 
rock to the west include Nittany Valley, 
Penns Valley, Bru h Valley, Kisho oquilla · 
Valley, and Morri ons Cove. Caves lie in 
low hill and under the vall y floors princi
pally in the Trenton limestone. (The Tren
ton i u eel here in the old en e a in luding 
all limestone from the base of the Martins
burg shale to th top of the Beekmantown 
dolomite.) The Helderberg Belt is formed 
by the Tonoloway and Held rberg limestone 
groups which crop out in a sinuou band 
which may be tra eel for many miles along 
the Ranks of ridges. Numerous caves are 
found in the ridges along this belt. 

In this region, 262 caves have been re
ported. or these, 30 have been clo ed or 
quarried away and 155 arc too small (less 
than 100 f et) to show a w 11-developed pat
tern. The remaining 77 cave have been con
sidered in this report. 

PATTERNS OF PEN SYLVANIA CAVES 

Davie (1953) has discussed the geology of 
Pennsylvania caves and some of their fea
tures. Caves in folded rock are reported to 
be nearly linear, and to lie in a horizontal 
plane extending along the trike. It is in
structive to tabulate the patterns as a func
tion of dip, and the results of such a tabula
tion are given in table 1. The following 
caves are not included becau e of la k of 
cla ta. 

itkin Cave 
Boalsburg Cave 
Bruckerhoff Cave 

Hennigh Cave 
Redington Cave 
Rockview Cave 

To tabulate the cave patt rn, the following 
lassification wa devised. It i intended to 

be pur ly de criptive and is based only on 
this group of caves in Pennsylvania. 

l. Linear: 
Cave consists of a single traight passage 
with no branche . The linear passage 
may be a strike passage but is not neces
sarily o. The type example i Nice
wander Cave. 

2. Rectangular: 
Cave consists of essentially one passage 
with no branches. he pa sage has bends, 
however, and may even turn back on it
self. The type example is Reese Cave. 
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3. Bran hwork: 
This pattern is one in whi h the passage 
forks and divides. It more or less follows 
the original definition of Davis in the 
sense that a branchwork pattern does not 
have re-entrant loops, but it is not a den
dritic. In the field a pure branchwork 
pattern is hard to find. Millheim Cave i 
taken as the type example. 

4. Network: 
A cave in which there is multiple branch
ing with the branches re-joining to form 
closed loops. The spacing of the loops is 
usually in the ame order as the spacing 
of regional joints. The network may 
range in complexity from a few do ed 
loops to large grids of interesting pas
sages. It is not a common pattern in the 
Valley and Ridge Province although x
tensive caves are common in the Plateau 
Province to the west. Duffield Cave i a 
reasonably good example. 

5. Irregular: 
The pattern of a cave in which passages 
or tubes are not well defined. This is th 
pattern of many of the smaller caves 
omitted from this report. 

Like many classifications, this one does 
not work perfectly in close detail. Numer
ous caves are found in which the pattern 
is fairly well defined except for a slight 
superposition of another pattern. A cave 
may be linear but has several parallel con
nected passages giving a very elongate net
work. Or a cave is mainly a branchwork 
with a few minor closure loops. In table 1 
the overall pattern is clas ified and secon
dary patterns appended. The assumption is 
also made that each cave i completely e -
plored and that the map is complete. The 
discovery of new connecting channels could 
well turn a branch work into a network, but 
the classification is believed precise enough 
for the di cussion to follow. 

The published literature was searched 
and many measurement of strik and dip 
were made in the field to compile table 1. 
In some ase published value were found 
to be inaccurate so one should not pla e 
too much relian e on the table, especially 
since it is known that structure may change 
even from one part of a cav to another. 
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Th horizontal nature of most of the 
caves of Pennsylvania is well shown by table 
1. Of the 77 caves listed, only Dales, Sharer, 
and Rossman how any well-expressed three
dimensional development. None of these 
has mor than 100 feet of vertical relief. 
Other caves sometimes have sloping pas
sages but for th mo t part remain on one 
plane. 

The control of pattern by strike is not 
particularly great. Only in caves where the 
limestone dips more than 35 ° does the 
linear and rectangular pattern become domi
nant. In flatter limestone, there is no pre
ferred pattern. Thus theorists who look for 
these effects in more gently dipping lime
stone will probably not find them. At high 
dip, strike-oriented pattern are common 
but by no means the rule. 

or the 25 caves in limestone with a dip 
greater than 40°, ten have extensive passage 
development across the bedding. Note
worthy among these are Reese, Conodo
guinet, Fleming, and Parker caves where a 
single passage uts across nearly vertical 
beds with no apparent strike pattern (fig. 
1) . Maps of the other three are given by 
Stone (1953). In each case there are as 
many pa sages cutting across beds as there 
are along the strike and yet the cave is hori
zontal. It is difficult to see what factor 
could control the location of the horizontal 
plane unless it i the position of the water 
table. The actual shape of the pattern can 
be explained by the hypothesis of Deike 
(1959) in which she gives evidence that the 
pattern is controlled by the quality of joints 
pr sent in the rock. 

TERMINATIONS OF NETWORK CAVES 

Bretz (1942, p. 759) cites network caves 
in inclined bed as evidence of deep phrea
ti solution. h argument is that a net
work presumably can be formed only by 
slowly percolating ground water. Since the 
network exists along a sloping bed, the cave 
hould e ' tend deep beneath the clay fill 

and also updip to the surface. The updip 
ide i presumably blocked by breakdown 

or travertine. 
Inclined network ave are not particu-

larly common. able 1 shows 17 network 
aves of which 5 are in nearly fiat lime-
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TABLE l.. PATTERN OF PEN YLVANIA CAVES 

Cave Name 

Alexander 

Allensville 

Limestone 

Trenton 

Trenton 

Pattern Dip 

Rectangular low 

Rectangular, b low 

Aughenbaugh Chambersburg Network 

Branchwork 

low 

low Carnegie El brook 

Dales Helderberg Vertical low 

low 

low 

low 

low 

low 

low 

low 

low 

low 

low 

low 

low 

low 

Duffield Chambersburg etwork 

Eiswert I 

Eiswert II 

· lk Creek 

Hall 

Indian Echo 

Lincoln 

McClure 

Onyx 

Peiper 

harer 

renton 

renton 

Trenton 

Helder berg 

Re tangular 

Rectangular 

Re tangular 

Rectangular, 

Branchwork 

etwork 

Branch work 

Network, l 

Conococheague Network 

Helder berg 

Helderberg 

Trenton 

South Temple Conococheague 

Vertical 

Branchwork, n 

Irregular 

Rectangular 

Network 

Network 

Rectangular 

Welsh Run tones River 

rnt 

Rupert 

Goss 

Helder berg 

Helder berg 

Trenton 

IOSE 

10 

McConnells- Helderberg 

town Quarry 

12 E 

15 E 

Woodward 

Lime Sinks 

Chisel 

Huber Coy 

Pillbox 

Tytoona 

Milroy 

Miller 

Hesston 

Dragon 

Schofer 

Deer bone 

arpenter 

Hipple 

Trenton 

Trenton 

1 etwork 

Network 

15 

16N 

Trenton Bran hwork, l l 7SE 

Conococheague Bran hwork, n 20NW 

Trenton Network 21S 

Trenton Rectangular, 21SE 

Trenton etwork 22N 

Tr nton Branchwork, s 23 E 

Helderberg Network 24 E 

Martinsburg Branch work, 25S 

Martinsburg Bran hwork 25 

Trenton Branch work 27NW 

1 omstown Branchwork, n 28E 

Trenton Rectangular, I 28SE 

Reference 

6 

5 

4 

5 

l 

5 

3 

3 

5 

2 

2 

2 

4. 

1 

1 

5 

5 

3 

3 

2 

3 

3 

4 

3 

6 

3 

3 

l 

5 

I 

3 
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Cave Name 

Weller 

Arnold 

Penns 

Limestone 

Helderberg 

Helder berg 

Trenton 

Pattern 

Linear, s 

Branchwork, 1 

Linear, r, s 

f illheim Trenton Branch work 

Hobo Conococheague Linear, 

Rossman Trenton Vertical, r, b 

Lost Conococheague Linear, b 

Curfman H elderberg Irregular 

Hershey Elbrook Branchwork, n 

Historic Trenton Re tangu1ar, n 

Indian 

Little Aitkin Trenton ~ ctwork 

Horse bone 

Stover 

Blue Springs 

Boyer I 

Trenton 

Trenton 

He1derberg 

Helderberg 

Long Quarry Keyser 

Winfield Helderberg 

Brubaker 

Dreibilbis 

Seawra 

Crystal 

Trenton 

l\f arti nsburg 

Helderberg 

Kooken Tr nton 

Needy Torn town 

Cleversburg Elbrook 

ink 

Goods 

Gromiller Helderberg 

Nails I Trenton 

Nicewander Chamber burg 

Reese 

Veiled Lady Trenton 

Linear, 

Linear, s 

Linear, 

Linear, b, s 

Linear, b, s 

Linear, 

Rectangular 

Branch work 

Linear, n, s 

Linear, 

Linear, r, s 

Linear, s 

Branchwork 

Linear, n, 

Network 

:Network, s 

Linear, s 

Rectangular 

Linear, b 

Dip 

29SE 

30 

30 

32N 

37 w 
37 

38NW 

40W 

40 

40 E 

40NW 

42SE 

44NW 

45NW 

45S 

45NW 

45 

51 E 

55NW 

55 

56NE 

50-V 

GO-V 

70N 

0-70 

70NW 

70N 

70 w 
70W 

70SE 

iglerville Trenton Linear network, s 76 

Baker I tones River 

Buffalo Run Trenton 

Conodoguinet Beekmantown 

Fleming Helder berg 

Parker Chambersburg 

Rectangular, n V 

Linear, s V 

Rectangular V 

Rectangular 90 

R ctangular V 
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Referenre 

3 

5 

6 

l 

1 

2 

7 

4 

2 

5 

6 

7 

5 

6 

2 

3 

5 

4 

7 

1 

1 

3 

2 

2 

5 
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tone, 7 cut across the bedding and remain 
horizontal, and only 4 appear to lie along 
the bedding. Of these, Goss Cave is nearly 
plugged with fill so that very little can be 
determined about it, and most of Lime 
Sinks Cave is below water. This leaves Ru
pert and Hesston Caves as examples of bed
ding-plane network caves of medium dip. 

Rupert Cave is a network with well-de
veloped dip passages. These range up to 15 
feet high in the main part of the cave. The 
strike-joint passages are generally much 
smaller. In the downdip direction the pas
sageways become smaller, narrower, and 
eventually pinch down until they are too 
small to traverse. In some cases they become 
buried by fill, but the rock walls are also 
constricted. In the updip direction one ob
serves a similar thing: the central passage 
ends in fill, but on both sides the dip pas
sages become constricted until they are too 
narrow to traverse. 

Hesston Cave is a good example of a net
work cave in dipping limestone. A map is 
given by Stone (1953). The cave lies along 
the bedding which dips about 24 °. In the 
central portion of the cave, passages are 
open and range up to 6 feet high. The cave 
js unusual in that for the most part it has 
a bedrock floor. Hence one can obtain a 
true notion of the passage terminations. In 
the updip direction the passages become 
more and more narrow and eventually 
pinch down until they cannot be traversed. 
In the downdip direction the dip passages 
also pinch down although, with persever-

ance, one can reach a small stream which 
flows in an exceedingly tight sinuous slot 
along the strike. All downdip passages ter
minate at this slot. 

Therefore, both these examples of net
work caves developed along the dip have 
terminating dip passages. Hesston Cave is 
somewhat elongated along the strike while 
Rupert is elongated along the dip. In both 
cases there is a record of a central zone 
of maximum solution with no evidence of 
extensive flow along the dip. If one meas
ures the width of the area of traversible 
pas ages along the dip and multiplies it by 
the sine of the dip, Hesston Cave has a 
vertical relief of 60 feet and Rupert, 45 feet. 
This is not what this author would calJ 
"deep" phreatic solution. 

Two network caves of interest are Goods 
and Siglerville. These were classified as 
"linear networks", and in both caves, the 
dip is near 70°. The network extends along 
the strike for a distance about 10 times its 
width. The cave is horizontal and linear in 
spite of its network pattern which indicates 
a very slow former phreatic flow. The only 
explanation reasonable for these two caves 
is flow in a horizontal plane as a subwater
table stream. 

PASSAGE CROSS SECTIONS IN CAVES 

OF MEDIUM DIP 

Table I lists 19 caves in limestone with 
a dip between 35 and 60 degrees. Since a 
fair proportion of the passages are along 
the strike, examination of the walls of strike 
passages should give some information 

Notes on Table 1. 
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1. "Low" dip means from horizontal to 10°. "V" indicates that the dip of 
the limestone is merely reported in the references as being vertical. It 
may not be exactly 90°. Maps were available for all except Eiswert I, 
Horsebone, and Boyer I caves. 

2. The caves are listed according to the above classification mostly as one 
of five . types. Characteristics of another pattern type are indicated by 
appendmg a lower case letter to the name of the main pattern, thus: 

l = linear, r = rectangular, b = branchwork, n = network 
A cave which is essentially a branchwork but which has a few minor 
loops would be listed as "branchwork, n. " The letter "s" appended to 
the pattern indicates that the main trend of the cave is along the strike. 
A few caves with vertical development are listed as "vertical." 

3. Referencs: 
1. Stone (~953), 2. Stone (1932), 3. Haas (1958), 4. Smeltzer (1958), 
5. Unpublished maps by Bernard Smeltzer, 6. Unpublished maps of 
the Nittany Chapter, 7. Author's unpublished files. 
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about the nature of the former flow. In 
some caves the shape of the cross section is 
controlled by the relation of joints to bed
ding planes. The three possibilities are 
shown in figure 2. If a joint is perpendicu
lar to the bedding, breakdown blocks are 
easily dislodged and the cave develops the 
"gabled-roof" cross section shown by Stover 
Cave. Another good example of this cross 
section is in the strike passages of Historic 
Indian Cave. A vertical joint gives rise to 
the cross section of Blue Springs Cave. The 
general shape is triangular with the acute 
angle extending down dip. If the joint js 
along the bedding (or the cave is developed 
along a bedding-plane parting) a cross sec
tion similar to Seawra Cave is developed. 

Cross sections of strike passages can be 
very complex. Figure 3 presents selected 
sections of Needy Cave (dip 60°) and Arn
old Cave (dip 30°) taken from maps made 
by Bernard Smeltzer. The sections are in 
sequence from the entrance toward the back 
of the caves. The bedding exerts little in
fluence on the cross section, and there is 
little evidence for deep phreatic tubes ex
tending in the updip direction. 

In all cases examined, in caves of medium 
dip,. the wall of the passage on the updip 
side terminates as a smooth wall, or at least 
as a wall of irregular profile. The downdip 
extent of these passages is difficult to ex
amine because in most cases it is filled with 
silt. Seawra Cave is a rare exception. One 
can squeeze through small holes in the 
floor at several points on the old tourist 
route and drop some 15 to 20 feet along 
the bedding to a series of small chambers 
with bedrock floors. Here the passage also 
pinches out in the downdip direction. 

Kooken Cave is a possible exception. The 
limestone ranges in dip through the cave 
from about 50° to vertical. The cave is very 
uniform in altitude and follows the strike 
of a plunging syncline. High narrow chim
neys are common at several points in the 
cave, extending along bedding planes. Sev
eral of these have been explored for 150 
feet and two of them are known to reach 
the surface. There are two arguments 
against their being portions of a deep phrea
tic system. They are volumetrically much 
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Figure l 
Type examples of cave patterns. 

smaller than the main gallery below by a 
factor of 10 to 20. They show flutings and 
groovings and have the appearance of being 
almost entirely vadose in origin. 
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STOVER CAVE BLUE SPRINGS CAVE SEAWRA CAVE 

Figure 2 
Control of cross sections of cave passages by the relation of joints to bedding: Left-joint nearly 

perpendicular to bedding; center-joint vertical; right-joint or parting parallel to bedding. 

CROSS SECTIONS OF p ASSAGES OF CAVES 

IN VERTICAL LIMESTONE 

Thirteen caves have dips of 70° or more. 
One would think that the more soluble lay
ers, extending to the surface, would provide 
easy paths for ground water and thus the 
cave should extend for considerable distance 
along the bedding. This is not the case. 
In spite of a favorable lithology and struc
ture in the vertical direction, the caves 
maintain a horizontal plan with very little 
vertical extent. If one examines the cross 
sections of caves in vertical limestone, he 
finds very little development along the bed
ding. 

Cross sections may be irregular as shown 
in figure 4. Fleming Cave is in near vertical 
limestone and in one section the cave cuts 
across the bedding. Although the cave now 
contains a free-surface stream, fins and 
pockets on the walls and ceiling suggest a 
phreatic ori~in. Note that there is no verti
cal development along the bedding. 

Siglerville Cave and Cleversburg Sink are 
interesting in that they have cross sections 
in the strike-oriented passages that are 
high narrow fissures. This is especially in
teresting since Siglerville is a network cave 
and Cleversburg a branchwork. This might 
be evidence for deep phreatic flow, but if 
one examines the .tops of these passages, 
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Figure 3 
Cross sections of Needy Cave (upper figure) 
and Arnold Cave (lower figure) showing effect 
of bedding on passage cross sections (after 

Smeltzer). 

they too terminate, and the cave has a ver
tical zone of major solution of only 30 to 
40 feet. 
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Nails I Cave exhibits a smooth arched 
cross section in beds dipping 70°. The walls 
are scalloped in places and show evidence 
o[ rapid flow. There is no extension along 
the bedding in most places and indeed it is 
difficult to determine where the bedding 
planes are. The smoothly arched tubes ex
tend , for the most part, along the strike, 
but several short tubes cut directly across 
the bedding. 

TERMI1 ATIONS OF PASSAGES 

Although the caves discussed in this 
paper are relatively small, in many cases 
only a few hundred feet long, it is difficult 
to say that any of them "end". The termin
ation of passages, especially strike passages 
usually takes one of the following forms: 
si1 t choke, breakdown, travertine choke, in
tersection with surface, syphon, and too 
small to traverse. The latter is of ten caused 
by the fill being too near the ceiling. Fairly 
complex drainage systems are known in the 
Ordovician limestone valleys where the dis
tance from swallow holes to possible re
surgances is many miles. Therefore most of 
the caves examined have the appearance of 
subterranean conduits carrying water along 
nearly horizontal planes. The caves which 
end in syphons still may be forming in the 
shallow phreatic zone beyond the syphon. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the following facts have 
been presented: 
1. Most caves are horizontal, but only in 

limestone which dips greater than 35 ° 
do they become dominantly linear. 

2. Networks along the dip tend to termi
nate in the up- and downdip directions 
limiting the area of enlargement to a 
thin zone. 

3. Examination of the walls of passages in 
steeply dipping limestone shows no ten
dency for great extension along the dip. 
In near vertical limestone, the passages 
maintain the same rounded cross sec
tion possessed by passages in caves in 
flatter limestone. 

5. Caves seldom really "end" in the sense 
of being blocked by bedrock. 

It is now possible to u e these data in an 
a ttempt to resolve the argument between 
the deep phreatic and the shallow phreatic 
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Figure 4 
Cross sections of passages in Fleming Cave, 
Pennsylvania: (top) passage parallel to bedding; 
(bottom) passage perpendicular to bedding 

(after Smeltzer). 

theories of ongm, at least for the caves of 
the Valley and Ridge Province of Pennsyl
vania. The caves have the appearance of 
being part of a subterranean drainage net 
in which subwater-table streams moved un
der a finite flow velocity. There is almost 
no evidence for an earlier spongework or 
network extending along the bedding to
ward the surface or deep into the rock as 
predicted by the deep phreatic theory. Thus 
one would conclude that the shallow phrea-
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tic theory with its emphasis on the work of 
subwater-table streams provides the most 
reasonable explanation for the observed pat
terns and cross sections. Since the choice 
must be made between the velocity of two 
mechanisms, emphasis has been placed on 
the volume of rock removed from different 
zone. 

It may be possible to xplain the shape 
and degree of irregularity of the passage 
cross sections in terms of the rate of flow 
of subwater-table streams. Caves such as 
Nails I which have well-rounded tubes may 
be the result of rapid flow while caves with 
highly irregular cross sections such as Arn
old Cave may be the result of slowly moving 
water. The relative and absolute velocity of 
"rapid" and "slow" flow in subwater-table 
streams is not known and should be in
vestigated. 

It is wise to remember that a theory of 
speleogenesis that seems to explain caves in 
Pennsylvania may not have universal appli
cability. For this reason, other areas such 
as those with mountain karst or tropical 
karst should be considered with respect to 
each theory to see which one fits best. 
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DISCUSSION 

AuTIIOR: One of the problems of key im
portance in evaluating shallow and deep 
solution is to determine the thickness of the 
zone of maximum solution just below the 
water table. It could be as much as 50 or 
60 feet. 
WILLIAM E. DAVIES, U.S. Geological Survey: 
It could be the whole interval between river 
terraces which in some cases is as much as 
100 feet. 
ROGER W. BRUCKER, Cave Research Founda
tion: It seems to me that you can account 
for 50 or 60 feet in Kentucky by simply con
sidering the seasonal variations of the posi
tion of the water level resulting from 
changes in rainfall. 
DAVIES: But it must have been very stable 
during cave development there and not 
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varied seasonally. When there is much up 
and down movement of the water level, 
we get the present situation in Kentucky 
where there is very little cave development 
and simply filling of the caves with elastic 
material. 

LAN D. HowARD, Yale University: With 
respect to the depth of the shallow phreatic 
zone, I think that it will probably be found 
that this will depend on the topography 
and the flow of water because, in a well
developed cave, solution can occur far below 
the surface of the water table. The topo
graphic relation of the joints along which 
the cave is developing probably will deter
mine the depth to which there will be 
olution. 
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AuTIIOR: This is not a matter of determin
ing depth below the surface because the 
thickne s of the layer of water where most 
limestone is being removed might be 300 
[eel below the surface, but this zone may be 
only 50 feet thick. 
HowARD: Drill holes in the Galena dolomite 
in Illinois and Wisconsin find the contact 
between oxidized and unoxidized rock to be 
almost exactly at the water table, but along 
cavities some distance below the water table 
there is oxidized rock which indicates that 
the cavities cause a deeper flow of solution, 
and therefore the depth at which the oxi
dation occurs will be dependent on factors 
controlling flow. 
GEORGE W. MOORE, U.S. Geological Survey: 
You suggest then that oxidation of the lime
stone creates an acidic environment directly 
below the top of the water table? This is a 
very interesting idea. It has been strongly 
suggested today that much cave develop
ment occurs at the top of the water table, 
so there must be something special about 
that zone. The change in the limestone from 
reducing to oxidizing conditions may be 
part of the answer, and I would like to sug
gest another possibility, although they both 
may operate together. The other possibility 
is that biological activity occurs in this zone 
where there is an interface between aeration 
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and saturation. The limestone generally 
contains several percent of organic material 
which could serve as food for microorgan
isms living in the zone just below the water 
table. Carbonic and organic acids produced 
by the microorganisms could work with 
the acids formed by the oxidation of, say, 
sulfide minerals in the limestone to make 
the zone at the top of the water table 
especially favorable for cave development. 
ARTHUR L. LANGE, Cave Research Associates: 
I don't see where any special solution 
gradients are needed to explain flat ceilings 
of caves in inclined beds. They can come 
about where solution goes on in water even 
to depth. The only special requirement is a 
spill-over level. A cave lake whose level 
is maintained for a long time by a spill-over 
either to the outside, or to a lower passage, 
will dissolve the walls and all submerged 
projections of the ceiling uniformly. Thus 
these parts of the ceiling will retreat toward 
the upper limit of the water surface and no 
farther. Were the level not maintained by 
a spill-over, the water surface would fall as 
cave volume increased and a flat ceiling 
would not result. I have seen flat ceilings in 
a number of western caves, and in several, 
such as Samwel and Lilburns Caves, Cali
fornia, and Deep Cave, Nevada, the spill
overs can be shown. 
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Origin and Development of 
Fulford Cave, Colorado* 
by JOHN V. THRAILKILL 

An TRA T--Fulf rd Cave, a solution ave in the Leadville lim ·tone, on i ts 
ol a series of parallel passages which extend along the strike of the beds a?d 
whi h are onnect cl at th ir northca tern end by a pa age parallel to the dip. 
This pa sage. is occupied by a stream throughout most o[ it length. The 
known pa ages of the cave have an aggregate length of ha]( a mile and the 
cave has a vertical extent of over 200 feet. 

Although development of cavities occurrec~ in the Leadvill~ limes~one 
during late Paleozoi time, the e avities have sin e been fill.eel with detntu~, 
and the present cave has been excavated more recently. Eros1~mal and dep?s1-
tional feature within th cave indicate that it pre ent form 1 clue to eros10n 
and deposition in the e tlue~ .su cessive environm.ents, of which the principal 
characteri tics are: (1) conditions of slowly movmg ground water far be~ow 
the water table; (2) onclition of more rapidly moving ground water JUSt 
below the water table; and (3) air filled conditions in which only vadose wa.ter 
is pr ent. It is beli ved that the principal cave excavation oc urrec~ dun~g 
the second of these environments, probably as the water table was mtermlt
tently lowered during Wi consin time. 

INTRODUCTION 
Fulford Cave is in Eagle County, Colo

rado, about 20 miles by road southeast of 
the town of Eagle. Inhabitants of the area 
have long known of the exi tence of the 
cave, and according to Gabelman (1949, p. 
6 ) , it wa di covered by miner in the early 
day of the nearby mining camp of Fulford. 
For some time following it di · overy it was 
vi ited regularly. During thi period ladders 
were in talled in several places, the Pit 
Entran e wa excavated and timber cl, and 
a guide service was maintained. In recent 
year a Forest Servic trail has been con
structed from a campground in the bottom 
of the alley to the en tran e , and the cave 
is frequently visited during the summer 
month by tourists and local resident . 

The cave was mapped to determine the 
dimen ions and relative po itions of the 
variou pa sages and to locate accurately the 
more important erosional and depositional 
features. raver es were made u ing com
pass and tape. 

• his paper was presented by title only at the 
sympo ium. 
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he writer acknowledges with thanks the 
as istance given in this study of Fulford 
Cave by member of the Geology Depart
ment of the University of Colorado and by 
members of the Colorado Chapter of the 
National Speleological Society. Especial 
gratitude i extend d to Lavine Thrailkill 
for her invaluable a istance in all pha es 
of th study. 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 

Like all limestone cave , Fulford Cave 
owe its existence to a favorable combina
tion of tratigraphic, tructural, and geo
morphic conditions. A brief discussion of 
the geologic setting of the cave is, there
fore, not only de irable but mandatory. 

Stratigraphy.--The entrances to Fulford 
Cave ar located in the Leadville limestone 
of Iississippian age. The upper Paleozoic 
stratigraphic section at or near th cave has 
been described by Johnson (1944), Gabel
man (l 949), and cott (1954). There i 
lack of agreement among these workers, 
however, as to the haracter and thickness 
of the Leadville limestone in the vicinity 
of the cave. This writer believes Scott's 
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figure of 130 feet for the thi kness to be 
the correct one. If so, the ave lies entirely 
in the Leadville and doe not penetrate the 
underlying Dyer dolomite (Devonian), in
a much a the ave occupies a stratigraphic 
interval of no more than 90 feet. 

Structure.--The areal geology of the 
Fulford Cave area ha been mapped in re
connais ance by Gabelman (1949), and his 
map with minor moclifi ation by the pre -
ent writer is shown in figure 1. 

Th rock in the vicinity of the ave dip 
to the we t at a high angle. The lower 
Paleozoic section has been repeated by a 
high-angle reverse fault who e strike near 
the ave is sub-parallel to the strike of the 
beds. Gabelman believes that this fault is 
the outhern extension of the East Lake 
Creek thrust fault. he lower Paleozoic 
rock west of the fault are largely oncealed 
by Pleistocene morainal material. Fulford 
Cave lies in the footwall of the fault only 
a few hundred f et cast of it trace. 

Slight irregularities in the strike of the 
steeply dipping rocks in the area led Gabel
man to define two anti lines separated by 
a very shallow syncline. The a, cs of thes 
·tructures plunge to the west at an angle of 
about 40 degree . Fulford Cave lies just 
·outh of the axis of the syncline. The struc
tures of the area ar all of Laramidc 
(Cretaceous-Eocene) age. 

Geomorphology.--Th entran es to Ful
ford Cave lie at an altitude of approxi
mately 10,000 feet on the north lope of the 
valley of East Bru h Creek, and are about 
fiOO feet above th creek. The valley has 
been occupied by at least one glacier which 
had it terminus at a point five miles down
stream from the cave. 

Thi glacier deposited morainal material 
both at it terminus and in the vicinity of 
the cave. Three mall re e sional moraine 
were deposited in the intervening five mile . 

A higher level morainal depo it west of 
the cave was described by Gabelman (1949, 
pp. 24 and 26) . High level glacial depo it 
have also been de cribecl a f w mile to the 
south in the drainage of the Frying Pan 
River (Nelson, 1954). Ncl on believes a 
horizonal surface about 300 feet above the 
pre ent stream 1 vcl i th' pr -valley glacier 
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Figure l 
Geologic map of the area around Fulford Cave, 

Colorado (after Gabelman, l 949). 

floor of the valley. It is inferred, therefore, 
that the valley o( Ea t Bru h Creek in the 
vicinity o( the ave was deepened about 
:100 feet during the interval which followed 
the early glaciation and preceded the later 
glaciation. 

Nelson tentatively orrelate his high level 
depo its with Illinoi drift of the midwest. 
The gla ial deposit in the valley bel~w 
the cave are considered to be of Wiscon m 
<we by both Gabelman (1949, p. 26) and 
1-I'ubert (1954, p. 72). Nelson recognized 
four ets of moraine and outwa h plain 
of \.Vi consin age. He concluded that the 
four Wi consin glacial depo its in the Fry
ino· Pan Vall y probably were depo ited 
dt~ring the four substages of the Wisconsin 
(Iowan , Tazew 11, ary and fankato). The 

Brush Creek drainage basin ad joins the 
Frying Pan Ri' er drainage basin on the 
north, and a close similarity in the glacial 
history of th , two ar as i probable. 
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Figure 3 
Cross sections of Fulford Cave approximately parallel to dip. 

DE CRIPTIO OF TUE CAVE 

Fulford Cave consist of a system of inter
connected passage and room which have 
an aggregate known horizontal extent of 
ab ut half a mile. The pas ages rang·e 
greatly in size. The Breakdown Room has a 
total length of 300 feet and part of the 
Register Room is over 60 feet high, whereas 
there arc innumerable cavities and exten
sions of rooms too small to permit entry. 
The relation between the rooms and pa -
ages are shown on figure 2. 

In order to avoid negative elevations, a 
figure of 1,000 feet was arbitrarily assigned 
to ground level outside the Pit Entrance. 

Di regarding breakdown, speleothem ac
cumulations, and residual and stream det
ritu , the elevations o{ the various parts of 
the cave relative to the entrance are as 
follows: (1) the floor of the Lower Room 
is about 100 feet lower; (2) the floor of the 
southern end of the Entrance Passage i 
about 50 feet lower; (3) the floor of the 
northern end of the Entrance Passage 
ranges from 50 to 70 feet lower because 
the floor slopes steeply to the northwest; 
( 4) the floor of the Breakdown Room is 
about 5 feet lower; and (5) the Stalagmite 
Room and the lower level of the Two-level 
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Room have floors whi h lie approximately 
50 f et abo e the datum. These relation
ships can be een in figures 3 and 4. 

The Cave Stream.--One of the more 
interesting featur s of the cave i a small 
tream which flows through the cave for a 

distance of about 270 feet. It enters in a 
small pool at the south end of the Upper 
' tream Pas ·age and disappears down a small 
hole at the north end of the Lower Stream 
Pas age. Its average gradient is quite steep, 
with a vertical drop of 80 feet between its 
emergence into the cave and its disappear
ance from it. 

Little is known about the stream above 
and below where it is een in the cave. t 
the extreme upper end of the Upper Reg
i ter Room a serie of small crawlways lead 
down to a short segment of the stream, in
dicating that above its emergence into th 

tream Passage it follows a course approxi
mately parallel to the Register Room. Using 
fluorescein dye as a tracer, the stream wa 
found to emerge at a surface spring at the 
campground. The spring is 500 feet below 
and 2,000 feet distant from the place the 
stream leave the known parts of the cave. 
The dye appeared at the spring about 15 
hour after being placed in the cave stream. 
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Figure 4 
Cross sections of Fulford Cave approximately parallel to strike. 

R elationship of the Cave to Structure.-
An attempt was made early in the investi
gation to determine what effect, if any, the 
joints and bedding of the ro k have upon 
the morphology of the cave. Most of the 
strike and clip measurements were made on 
thin beds of chert which seem to be approx
imately parallel to the bedding. The Lead
ville lime tone strike N. 2° E. and dip 40° 
NW. in the vicinity of the cave. 

Io t of th e pas ages in the cave show 
some joint and bedding-plane control. In 
general, the dire tions of pa sage elongation 
in all part of the cave are parallel or sub
parallel to the dip or strike of the rock . 
The clearest example of this relationship is 
found in the mall pas age whi h connect 
the Two-level Room with the Attic (see 
fig. 2) . Thi pa age is 30 fee t long and 
al mo t traight except for a small offset 10 
feet from the north end. The direction of 
the passag·e is controlled by a joint set which 
strike N. 30 ° E. The oHset i due to solu
tion along a perpendicular joint which 
strikes N. 60° W. 

The pas age direction in the Register 
Room and tream Passage differ signifi
cantly from dip and strike direction of the 
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bedrock. Lateral cutting by the stream 
whi h now occupies or has occupied these 
passages has tended to erase any ~tructural 
control which may once have existed. 

Inasmuch as all of the major passages 
in the cave except the tream Passage and 
P egister Room have their major elongation 
parallel to the strike of the enclosing rock, 
they will be referred to as strike passages. 
The Stream Passage and Regi ter Room are 
clongat d parallel to the dip of the enclo -
ing rock and will be termed dip passages. 
Th se r lationship may be e n in figure 2. 

GENESI OF THE CAVE 

Iutroduction.--All who have attempted 
to explain the origin of caves agree that the 
va t majority of ave in carbonate rocks 
have been excavated by cold meteoric water. 
Little agreement ha been reached beyond 
thi fundamental point, especially with re
gard to the nature of the eroding water. 

The clas ical theory of cave developmen t 
hold that caves are formed above the water 
table by vadose meteoric water. The leading 
proponent of this theory in modern times 
wa 1\Ialott (1938). The idea that caves arc 
formed above the water table was challenged 
by Davis (1930) who propo ed a counter 
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working hypothesis which has come t~ .be 
known as the two-cycle theory of cave ongm. 
Davis proposed that for the most part ca~es 
have been dissolved by slowly movmg 
rrround water deep in the phreatic zone. His 
reasons for proposing this environment for 
cave formation were: (1) a change in con
ditions is needed to explain the change 
from erosion which formed the caves to 
deposition which is now filling them; and 
(2) many of the erosional features of c~ves 
appear to have been formed at a time 
when the caves were completely filled with 
water. 

Bretz (1942) accepted Davis' hypothesis 
and set down a number of criteria for dif
ferentiating features formed by erosion in 
the phreatic environment from those formed 
in the vadose environment. He also postu
lated a clay-fill epoch in the history of most 
ave in which the phreatically formed cav

ities are filled with clay while still below 
the water table. 

In 1932 Swinnerton presented an hy
pothe is of cave development which states 
that caves are excavated by water-table 
treams at or just below the water table. He 

referred to this as the water-table hypothesis 
of cave development. He believed that cavi
ties formed far below the water table are 
in ignificant and that the upper part of 
the phreatic zone is the most favorable 
place for cave development because: (1) 
here the largest volume of ground water 
flow occurs (assuming the rock is equally 
permeably in all zones and direction ) ; and 
(2) the water here contains more carbon 
dioxide than water at depth. 

Rhoads and Sinacori (1941) conducted a 
~tudy of the theoretical aspects of ground
wa tcr flow. They concluded that cavity de
' clopment could proceed under both shal
low and deep phreatic conditions, but for 
the reasons put forth by Swinnerton (1932) 
and because of topographic adjustment to 
the ground-water flow, the shallow phreatic 
cnyironment was the more significant for 
the excavation of caves. 

., Older Progression of Cave Development. 
--According to Davis (1930), cavity de
velopment by solution may be initiated as 
the connate water drains from a limestone 
formation during initial uplift. He cites as 
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examples the caves of Florida and Yucatan, 
which are in porous limestone where free 
circulation of ground water is possible. It is 
likely that the Lead.ville limestone as it 
existed during the Mississippian Period 
was porous, and its present dense and nearly 
impermeable nature has been achieved 
lowly over a long period of time by com

paction and recrystallization. It may be, 
therefore, that some cavitie were developed 
early in the history of the Leadville lime
stone by deep phreatic solution. 

Cave development in the Leadville lime
stone during late Mississippian or early 
Pennsylvanian time is suggested by the 
nature of the contact between the Lead
ville and the overlying Pennsylvanian beds. 
Numerous authors have suggested that the 
post-Mississippian unconformity represents 
a period of erosion during which a karst 
topography developed on the recently-up
lifted Leadville limestone. 

The depressions and channel common 
on the unconformity resemble sinkholes of 
the collapse type (cenotes). They are shal
low, and associated cave passages seem to be 
uncommon. These characteristics, together 
with the fact that the surface on which they 
were developed had been recently uplifted 
from the sea, suggest that this karst topo
graphy was similar to the karst topography 
of Florida, which, according to Jordan 
(1950), has been developed by the upwell-
ing of deeply circulating ground water. 

The sinkholes in the Leadville limestone 
were filled, probably at the beginning of 
Pennsylvania deposition, with elastic debris 
of varying grain ize and color. Although 
some of the sinkholes may actually have 
been caves which collapsed under the weight 
of Pennsylvania sediments, it seems likely 
that much of the present elastic fill other 
than breakdown was deposited in open 
depressions by stream action as the water 
table slowly rose. This is evidenced by the 
lamination and orting of the finer elastic 
deposits. 

In several places in Fulford Cave there 
is evidence of an early fill from which some 
of the present passages have been excavated. 
This fill is easily mistaken for the solid 
country rock which forms the walls and 
ceilings of mo t of the passages. It only 
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Figure 5 
Evolution of the cross section of two strike passages of a hypothetical cave whose history was 
similar to that of Fulford Cave: (a) solution along joints and bedding in the deep phreatic zone; 
(b) solution and fill in the shallow phreatic and deep phreatic zones (tubular conduits at A and 
8); (c) breakdown {C) and solution in the vadose and shallow phreatic zones (tubular conduits 
at A and B and water-table stream cutting downdip at D); (d) shifting downward from E to 
lower passage and further cutting in vadose zone to F caused by sudden lowering of the water 

table (breakdown at C and speleothems at G; some remnants of phreatic fill are present). 

slightly resembles the material which fills 
the sinkholes in the post-Leadville uncon
formity, since the cave fill is unstratified 
and consists of angular fragments of chert 
and limestone in a calcareous clay matrix. 
Although it could be a tectonic feature, it 
is suggested that this well indurated fill, 
which pre-dated the present cave passages, 
is the indurated remains of a elastic fill 
that was deposited in cavities excavated 
during the Mississippian period. 

A progression of environments can be 
postulated for cavities during Mississippian 
time. First deep phreatic, then shallow 
phreatic, and finally vadose conditions 
would have existed as the water table fell. 
The cavities formed during Mississippian 
time can hardly be considered a part of the 
history of the present cave, although it is 
possible that one or more of the present 
cave passages were originally formed during 
the Mississippian period, then filled, and 
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later re-excavated. It is certain, however, 
that most of the cave has been excavated 
during a second progression of environ
ments of more recent age. 

Erosion and Deposition in the Deep 
Phreatic Zone.--The rectangular network 
of passages from which Fulford Cave ap
pears to have evolved into its present shape, 
and certain other erosional and depositional 
features of the cave, indicate that a con
siderable portion of the cave was excav
ated in the deep phreatic zone under con
ditions of slow water movement. 

Bretz (1942) lists a number of criteria 
which he believes to be diagnostic of erosion 
in the deep phreatic zone. These include 
spongework, structurally controlled passages, 
horizontal passages in vertical beds, bedding· 
plane anastomoses, pockets (wall, ceiling, 
and floor), joint determined cavities, and 
ceiling tubes and half tubes. This writer 
does not consider all of these to be valid. 
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Spongework, structurally controlled pass
ages, some of the pockets, and most of the 
joint determined cavities are features pres
ent in Fulford Cave which appear to be 
the result of solution in the deep phreatic 
zone. The rest of Bretz' criteria are inter
preted as features formed in the shallow 
phreatic zone. 

It is probable that solution at depth is 
controlled entirely by differences in perme· 
ability and solubility of the rock. Because 
the rate of water flow is low, it is doubtful 
that evidence of current action would be 
imparted to the excavated cavities. The 
most common effect of deep phreatic solu
tion is simple widening of joints and bed
ding planes. A somewhat less common 
feature is removal of the more soluble 
portions of the rock, resulting in irregular 
spongework. 

The close approximation of many of the 
cave passages to a rectangular network de
veloped along joints and bedding planes is 
interpreted here as indicating solution in 
the deep phreatic zone. Much of this orig
inal network has been destroyed by later 
erosion or filled with elastic deposits, but 
some of the smaller passages remain. Some 
of these passages are tubular, indicating 
solution along the intersection of a bed
ding plane and a joint, while others are 
tabular, having been dissolved along a 
single plane. 

Spongework is present on a small scale 
in many parts of the cave. It consists of 
limestone that is riddled with irregularly 
shaped tubes and cavities, and represents 
solution of the more soluble parts of the 
rock by slowly moving water. 

Solution deep in the phreatic zone pro
duces a type of cave ornamentation known 
as boxwork. Rudimentary boxwork was ob
served in several places in Fulford Cave, 
and appears to be best developed at the 
north end of the Breakdown Room. 

T here is evidence in the cave of a clay 
deposit that pre-dates the elastic material 
brought in by vadose streams. It appears to 
correspond to the clay fill described by Bretz 
(1942). According to him, it is emplaced 
after phreatic solution is complete but be
fore the cave is entered by vadose streams. 
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This fill in Fulford Cave was probably 
deposited while the cave was still below 
the water table, but it was not possible to 
date it closely. 

Erosion and Deposition in the Shallow 
Phreatic Zone.--There is considerable evi
dence to indicate that Fulford Cave was 
excavated mainly in the shallow phreatic 
zone. It appears that some sort of water
table control is necessary to explain the 
orientation of the principal strike passages 
since their marked horizontality is not en
tirely due to differential solution along 
structural planes. In addition, there are a 
number of features present in the cave 
wpich have been cut by turbulent water 
under conditions of complete saturation. 
Tl1ese include feature which Bretz ascribes 
to deep phreatic erosion. 

)Water flow at and just below the water 
table is believed by Swinnerton (1932) and 
others to posse s characteristics different 
from water flow deeper in the phreatic 
zone: (1) Shallow phreatic flow is often 
quite rapid, its velocity depending on the 
size of the openings and the slope of the 
water table. (2) The dissolving power of 
water in the shallow phreatic zone is rela
tively great compared to the dissolving 
power of water in the deep phreatic zone, 
because water near the water table is more 
highly charged with carbon dioxide. (3) 
The direction of prin ipal flow is parallel 
or sub-parallel to the water table. Water
table slopes are u ually only a few degrees 
or less, causing the direction of flow to 
appear nearly horizontal over short dis
tances. 

In general, water in the shallow phreatic 
zone may be considered overflow water
water that is flowing on or near the water 
table toward a discharge point. Also in
cluded is water some distance below the 
~ater table which is flowing more or lcs 
parallel to the water table. 

The writer believes that some line of 
division separating the shallow phreatic and 
deep phreatic zones is desirable. The change 
from laminar flow to turbulant flow is 
proposed as such a division. Inasmuch as 
turbulent flow is usually recorded on the 
walls of cavities by flutes (scallops) and 
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·imilar features, while laminar flow is not, 
it is believed that this change makes a 
useful, even though arbitrary, line of divi-
ion. A change from laminar to turbulent 

flow is a function of the size of the con
duits and the velocity of flow, rather than 
of actual distance below the water table. 
It should be empha ized, therefore, that so 
called shallow phreatic conditions (turbu
lent flow) may occur deeper in the phreatic 
zone in one place than do deep phreatic 
onditions (laminar flow) in another. 

Among the most striking features of Ful
ford Cave are erosional phenomena which 
will here be termed tubular conduits. These 
are narrow tube which are circular or 
elliptical in cross section. Where these tubes 
have been penetrated by later passage de
\'elopment the portion of the original tube 
that remains i a clearly defined trough on 
the side of the pa sage. The original shape 
of these tube can be een where they 
leave the passage to pursue their sinuous 
cour e through the olid rock. They appear 
to be almost identical to the tubes and half 
tubes described by Bretz (1942, p. 717-718). 
The tubular conduits of Fulford Cave differ 
from the forms described by Bretz in that 
the Fulford Cave tubular conduits display 
flutes almost everywhere on their walls. 

Bretz (1942, p. 731) believes that flutes 
ar~· formed by solution rather than abrasion, 
and tates that their character and size are 
functions of the current rather than of the 
rock from whi h they are eroded. Flutes 
were studied as surface erosional features by 

faxson (1940) , and both he and Bretz 
agree that they represent differential erosion 
by turbulent vortice induced by skin fric
tion. Although Maxson states that the vor
tice , and consequently the flutes, are 
lengthened downstream as water velocity 
increases, it would appear to this writer 
that the ize of the vortices and flutes is 
inversely related to the velocity of the 
water. Almost all of the flutes observed in 
the tubular conduits are larger than those 
associated with and presumably being 
formed by the rapidly moving cave stream. 

Inasmuch as flutes are produced by tur
bulent flow, they are formed in both the 
shallow phreatic and vadose zones. There is 
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evidence which indicates that the water 
which flowed through most if not all of the 
tubular conduits was phreatic water. Al
though the general direction of most of the 
tubes is horizontal, a single tube may wan
der in any direction, even vertically, for 
short distances. The lower parts of the tubes 
have uffered no greater erosion than the 
upper parts, as would be the case if the 
tubular conduits had been formed by a 
vadose stream. 

Many of the passages in the cave contain 
remn:rnts of these tubular conduits, which 
range in diameter from five feet to less than 
a foot. At one place in the Entrance Pass
age as many as five may be seen at different 
levels. Most of the tubes in the cave follow 
a course that is not influenced by the pres
ent pas ages, indicating that the tubes are 
earlier than the present passages or that the 
passages were filled with detritus when the 
passages were cut. The latter is considered 
unlikely since any such filling would have 
been relatively insoluble, which would have 
acted as a barrier to the solutional develop
ment of the tube. Tubular conduits arc 
much more common in the strike passages 
than in the dip passages, and most of them 
follow a course parallel to strike. A number 
of tubes, however, follow for some distance 
down the dip of the beds. 

Another erosional feature attributed by 
Bretz to formation in the deep phreati 
zone is bedding plane anastamosis. This 
consists of a complex pattern of small wan
dering channels that is confined to a single 
thin bed. Bretz (1942, p. 708) states that 
this feature represents the initial stage of 
deep phreatic erosion. The bedding plane 
anastamoses of Fulford Cave are identical 
to those described by Bretz. They are, how
ever, so closely as ociated with tubular con
duits that this author believes them to be 
the result of hallow phreatic erosion in 
which the rock structure exerted more in
fluence over their position than in the case 
of the tubular conduits. Bedding plane 
anastamoses are present in many parts of 
the cave, and are especially well developed 
in the Breakdown Room and in the lower 
part of the Two-level Room. 
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The breakdown in most of the cave pas
sages tends to obscure the original shape 
of the passages. This is especially true in the 
Breakdown Room and parts of the Entrance 
Passage. An attempt was made to visualize 
the shape of the pre-breakdown passages 
by mentally removing the fallen blocks from 
the floor and fitting them back in place in 
the ceiling. The pre-breakdown shape of 
most of the strike passages does not seem 
to be controlled solely by the structure of 
the rock. The original shape of the passage 
can be reconstructed most easily in the 
Breakdown Room and Entrance Passage, 
which are shown in plan view in figure 2, 
and in section in figures 3 and 4. The up
dip (southeast) side of both of these pas
sages is bounded by a vertical or slightly 
overhanging wall whose position is deter
mined by a strike joint. The updip side of 
the passage also has the higher ceiling. The 
<lowndip side of the passage is typically 
bounded by an indefinite wall formed by 
the junction of the floor and ceiling. Joints 
have not determined the position of orien
tation of this wall, which is usually more 
irregular than the updip wall. In spite of 
this lack of strike-joint control it closely 
parallel the updip wall. 

The writer believes that the principal 
levels of strike passages were excavated by 
water in the shallow phreatic zone. Assum
ing that these passages were formed at a 
time when the discharge point for the 
main body of ground water was at the valley 
bottom as it is now (although the valley was 
then less deep), a gentle water table slope 
existed to the southwest. The strike passages 
were excavated by water table streams which 
first entered deep phreatic passages which 
had been dissolved along a strike joint. 
As the water table was gradually lowered, 
the stream cut down so as to maintain its 
position on top of the water table. Differen
tial solubility of the limestone caused the 
trench to migrate downdip. Periodically, 
a sudden lowering of the water table caused 
the stream to abandon completely its for
mer channel and, entering a lower strike
join t passage, to begin cutting a new pas
sage. In all, four levels of strike passages 
can safely be inferred, and other may exist. 
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A downstream extension of these level 
should definitely exist if this hypothesis i 
correct. Each level is terminated down
stream, however, by breakdown and fill. 
Upstream, each level (except the lower on 
of which only a short segment is accessible) 
is connected by a series of small passages 
with the main dip pa sages represented b 
the Stream Passage and the Register Room. 
No continuation of the levels could be 
found to the northeast of the dip passages. It 
is therefore postulated that the water which 
flowed down first one strike passage and 
then another was supplied to the top of the 
water table by one or more vadose stream 
which flowed down the dip passages from 
the surface as the present cave stream doc 
now. 

There are a number of passages other than 
the Stream Passage and Register Room 
which connect the various levels. Example 
of these are Moon Milk Corridor, Hidden 
Pit, Three-level Pit, and the slope leading 
from the Entrance Passage to the Lower 
Room. These pas age are interpreted as 
temporary piracy routes, through which 
water drained from one level to another 
during sudden lowering of the water table. 
Rudimentary opening in the form of deep 
phreatic dip-joint passages or shallow phre
atic tubular conduits probably existed prior 
to the piracy. 

The exact relationship between the tubu
lar conduits and the strike passages cannot 
be stated with any degree of certainty. It 
seems likely that the tubular conduits were 
formed some distance below the water table 
because the vertical relief of any one tube 
may be as much as 30 feet. At any one 
place in the cave the tubular conduit 
were excavated before the strike passage , 
since the latter were formed at the top of 
the water table. 

Erosion and Deposition in the Vadose 
Zone.--Little has been said concerning the 
probable nature of the water table in the 
Leadville limestone. Because the Leadville 
is virtually impermeable, ground water 
flow is confined almost exclusively to frac
ture and olution openings. It has been 
assumed throughout this paper that th 
natur and abundance o( these openings i 
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such that ground water can, with only slight 
deviation, ·follow the course it would take 
in granular pervious material. It is probable 
that the water table was reflected in the 
cave by the surface level of water-table 
streams that were flowing through open 
passages. In the event that the water table 
fell too rapidly for the streams to corre
spondingly deepen their channels, the 
water-table streams would become vadose 
streams until they were able to re-establish 
themselves on top of the water table. For 
this reason, although the water table would 
appear to represent a clear boundary be
tween the shallow phreatic and vadose 
zones, the relationship of the two ·may often 
be ·difficult to discern. 

In the vadose zone, as in the two zones 
previously discussed, the principal mode of 
erosion is solution. Abrasion and other 
forms of m_e~hanical erosion may locally 
be significant,. however, and more erosion 
is carried on by mechanical means in the 
vadose zone than below the water table. 

In general, vadose stream action is be
lieved to have caused the following features 
of erosion or deposition in Fulford Cave: 
(1) greater erosion at the bottom of a pas

sage than at the top; (2) accumulation of 
coarse detrital material; and (3) trench or 
lateral cutting of passages. 

An examination of the bed of the present 
cave stream failed to disclose significant or 
diagnostic erosional features that had been 
produced by the stream. In the Lower 
Stream Passage, the stream has no well de
fined channel but flows through angular 
blocks of breakdown. In the Upper Stream 
Passage a small amount of polishing and 
etching of the rock over which the stream 
flowed was noted, and there are several 
areas of flutes on the passage walls just 
above the stream that have probably been 
produced by the stream. 

An examination of the depositional rec
ord of the stream was more rewarding. 
Throughout most of its length the bed of 
the stream is littered with fragments of al
most every type of igneous, metamorphic, 
or sedimentary rock which crops out upslope 
from the cave. The fragments range in size 
from sand to cobbles six inches in diameter. 
Fragments of these same rocks were noted 
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in almost every part of the cave. Some of 
the larger fragments in the Entrance Pas
sage and Breakdown Room show evidence 
of having been deposited by a vadose 
stream. 

A number of interesting features of pos
sible vadose origin are present at that part 
of the Entrance Passage known as the Big 
Meander. The passage here is crescentic in 
plan (see fig. 2) , and appears to be the 
erosion remnant of a series of tubular con
duits and superimposed meanders. There i 
a slot cut in the floor of this passage 
throughout most of its length. This slot 
averages four feet deep and three feet wide, 
and was cut by a degrading vadose stream. 
The curving wall above the slot exhibits a 
number of incised niches and flutes which 
were probably cut by a water-table stream 
or a low gradient vadose stream. 

The most important period of breakdown 
probably occurred as the water-filled pas
sages were drained, causing many of the 
blocks which had previously been partly 
supported by buoyancy to fall from the 
ceiling. 

Many parts of Fulford Cave contain 
speleothems. A discussion of these vadose
zone deposits is considered beyond the 
scope of this paper, although they were 
studied in some detail during the investi
gation of the cave. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is probable that the Leadville lime
stone underwent a period of cave develop
ment during Mississippian time. Cavity 
excavation was begun with the initial uplift 
of the Leadville soon after its deposition. 
The cavities dissolved in the limestone 
were filled, largely with fine elastic material, 
as the area was depressed during Des Moines 
time to form the Central Colorado Basin 
(Eardley, 1952, p. 232). 

The uplift of the Sawatch range at the 
end of the Cretaceous Period (Eardly, 1952, 
p. 384) initiated a second progression of 
environments, one end result of which is 
Fulford Cave. It is possible that parts of the 
present cave consist of passages that were 
originally formed and filled during Missis
sippian and Pennsylvanian time and have 
been re-excavated by this later solution. 
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The initial solution of the second progres
sion of environments was in the deep 
phreatic zone where slowly moving ground 
water dissolved a structurally controlled net
work of passages. This environment existed 
probably until late Pleistocene time. The 
location of high-level pre-Wisconsin glacial 
deposits suggests that the cave lay only a 
short distance above stream gradient at this 
time. Downcutting of the valley of East 
Brush Creek resulted in a great lowering of 
the water table. The varying heights of 
glacial outwash plains in the Frying Pan 
River drainage indicate that this downcut
ting was probably intermittent. The main 
strike passages (or levels) in the cave repre
sent erosion by water-table streams during 
a period when the water table was being 
lowered slowly or not at all. Periodic sud
den lowering of the water table caused 
lower strike passages to be excavated. This 
intermittent lowering of the water table 
probably reflects a similar intermittent low
ering of East Brush Creek. These periods of 
slow downcutting alternating with periods 
of more rapid downcutting may be corre
lated with the substages of the Wisconsin, 
but it was not possible to correlate the 
passage levels of Fulford Cave with specific 
Wisconsin substages. 

As the higher levels of Fulford Cave be
came air-filled when the water table was 
lowered, a vadose stream or streams flowing 
down the dip passages slightly modified the 
shape of the passages. As these streams en
countered the water table they flowed along 
the top as water table streams. The present 
cave stream is confined to dip passages 
throughout its course in the cave. At some 
point below the present limit of accessi
bility, it turns and flows along strike to 
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emerge as the spring at the bottom of the 
valley. The most probable reason it turns 
is that it, like the earlier streams in the 
cave, encounters the water table. It may, 
however, intersect the plane of the East 
Lake Creek fault and flow along the fault 
plane to the spring. 
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Stochastic .Models of Uavern Development 
by RAN E L. CURL 

AnsTRACT--A population of caves evolves from a population of cave precur
sors consisting of joint systems of different complexity, which are subject to the 
invasion of solvent water whose source, composition, and availability vary in 
space and time. Although phenomenological theories have had considerable 
success in the identification and explanation of the succession of geomorphic 
processes responsible for cave development, these processes also produce mani
festations in a cave population related to processes of a random or stochastic 
nature. 

Stochastic models have been constructed to mathematically reproduce the 
evolution of a particular population manifestation, namely the distribution of 
cave lengths. Intuitively "simple" mechanisms for the rate of cave growth 
and decay have been used for this purpose. The theories provide a quantita
tive description of the evolution of cave length distributions and, conversely, 
some attributes of cave precursors which would lead to present-day length dis
tributions. An estimate of the length distribution of all caves more than 100 
feet long in West Virginia is used for these comparisons. 

The complexity of the evolutionary process of cave populations and the 
urge to select evolutionary mechanisms which are subjectively simple as well as 
mathematically tractable are perhaps contradictory; but stochastic-process con
cepts are essential for a more quantitative understanding of the cavern cycle, 
and simple models may serve as a point of departure. 

INTRODUCTION 
A stochastic process is one containing 

events attributable to chance or random
ness. The word stochastic is preferred to the 
other terms, as it implies the presence of 
both deterministic and indeterministic as
pects to a process. The presence of random 
elements in geomorphic processes is the rule 
rather than the exception, though for many 
descriptive purposes it has not been neces
sary to give specific consideration to those 
aspects of land form which are the product 
of these random elements. Some examples 
of the latter are the distribution and 
amounts of rainfall; variations in rock 
structure and composition; and location 
and type of vegetation cover. Geomorphic 
processes which reflect the influence of 
random elements are drainage patterns; 
meander development; stream piracy; and 
the development of terrain in general. 
Thornbury (1954, p. 114) writes: "Inse
quent valleys are tho e whose courses are 
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controlled by fact rs which are not de
terminable. They show no apparent ad
justment to structure or initial slopes and 
seemingly developed where they are by 
chance. This undoubtedly was not so but 
the controlling factors escape detection". 
It appears that insequent valleys are the 
result of processes in which the determinant 
features are more obscure than the chance 
features. Thornbury' re ervation on the 
role of random elements probably arise 
from a desire to relate specific forms to 
specific processes but his phrasing might 
also be applied to another random proce 
as in the toss of dice, for there too "con
trolling factor escape detection". 

When we say that the cause of a particu
lar land cape form is a certain proces , 
we have stated a theory for the evolution of 
that form. When such a theory is made 
quantitative using mathematics it is often 
called a model because the theory then re
produce in its symbolism some behavior 
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of the physical process. A model is necessar
ily a simplification of the real process. We 
choose events in constructing a model which 
are in our view simple, and the form of a 
model will be conditioned by the ideas 
already held and the understanding we 
have already gained. It is therefore not 
urprising that a model must of ten be 

modified or discarded because it can no 
longer, without contradiction, include all 
observations or because its bases are found 
to be not so "simple" as first supposed. A 
stochastic model applied to cave develop
ment must be constructed from the knowl
edge used in existing genetic theories. 

The author has already proposed a 
stochastic model for the evolution of cave 
entrances (Curl, 1958) . tochastic models 
have for some time found application in 
a number of fields. Neyman and Scott 
(1959) in reviewing some of these wrote, 
"A few simple chance mechanisms may 
combine to reproduce many manifestations 
of a complex phenomenon .. " Terrain 
analysis studies are the results of the sto
chastic processes of terrain development 
with the aid of statistical methods. 

In the subsequent sections cave} cave 
population} the distribution of cave lengths} 
and possible processes in a stochastic model 
of cavern development will be defined, dis
cussed, and applied to the evolution of cave 
length distributions. The derivation of the 
models will use the Davis (1930) two-cycle 
theory of cave origin which implies that 
cave growth, transition to vadose conditions, 
and finally decay, are consecutive and non
overlapping epochs. One-cycle caves (after 
Davis) will not be considered. 

Each epoch including growth, transition, 
and decay, will be considered in turn, after 
which a composite model will be given for 
West Virginia caves. In particular an at
tempt will be made to explain the length 
distribution of all caves in West Virginia 
which is shown in figure 1. The discussion 
will . be directed toward seeking reasonable 
assumptions concerning the quantitative 
aspects of the particular processes. Because 
of lack of space the mathematical develop
ment of each case has been omitted and 
only the results presented. 
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Figure 1 
Distribution function of length for caves in 
West Virginia, where F is the fraction of caves 
longer than a given length: (a) all caves longer 
than 100 feet; (b) all such caves with only one 

entrance. 

CAVE POPULATIONS 

A cave jJopulation is an ensemble of 
caves related by proximity or other features 
useful for classification. When Davis urged 
the collection of better and more extensive 
data on certain cave features he had already 
implicitly used the idea of populations of 
caves developing by similar means and 
possessing similar genetic characteristics. 
From the limited data then available he 
sought to deduce population characteristics 
which should be observed. The existence of 
more extensive data today permits the 
population view of certain cave feature 
origin presented here. 

The individual cave is the element or 
member of the cave population. It may be 
a single solution cavity or a fragment of an 
originally larger system. It does not matter 
whether or not it has an entrance. The 
fundamental basis for identifying a cave 
as such is the size of a human; if a different 
scale of measurement were used there might 
be no "caves", or, at the other extreme, all 
caves might be one cave. A solution cavity 
in limestone is a cave if we can get into it. 
Caves too narrow to traverse could be in
cluded in a cave population, if necessary, 
by imagining ourselves to be smaller than 
we are. (However it is our misfortune from 
the standpoint of understanding cave origin 
that we are unable, except in rare in-
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tance , to tudy small pa sag s of the primi
tive cave system.) 

The leno-th of a cave is the distance we 
may enter into the cave,. assuming that :ve 
may gain entrance. definable length ~x~st 
because caves tend to develop upon 1omt 
y tern which contribute their linear struc

ture to sub equent pa sages, and cave ter
minations are usually quite final. At one 
end an entrance terminates an enterable 
cave and at the other, or others, there may 
b a blank wall, flow tone, impas able 
breakdown, a filled passage, or a passage 
maller than our m asurement basis-the 
ize of a man. 

Caves which have an impa able but ob
ervable connection will be considered as 

two cave . A corollary i that an unenterable 
ection of a known cave is a second cave 

without an entrance. ome such distinction 
must always be made although where we 
choose to draw the line may vary with cir
cumstances. 

In the previous study on cave entrances, 
the length distribution of one entrance 
caves shown in figure l, curve b was intro
duced empirically. It was thought then that 
the distribution of length must also be a 
product of a stochastic geomorphic process. 
However it is the population of all caves 
which is of interest in a theory of cavern 
development, not just those which happen 
to posses entrances, so the result derived 
by the earlier methods for all caves, shown 
in figure l, curve a, will be used to repre
sent the present circumstances in the state 
of West Virginia. 

Any actual cave population is finite and 
therefore has a largest member, a deepest 
member, etc. It is convenient for the pur
pose of discussing generalized cave popula
tions to overlook this fact and consider the 
existing population as a sample of caves 
from an infinite population. Distribution 
functions of length as in figure 1, when ap
plied to a finite population, may yield a 
fraction of a cave as the number longer 
than some length, which just means that 
there is a small likelihood of that length 
occurring in samples of caves of the ob
served number chosen from the infinite 
''parent" population. 

GROWTH EPOCH 

A growth-population consists of growing 
and maturing avern passages. Little i 
known in detail of this process. It is prob
ably at the end of this epoch that caves 
have their large t ize and greatest extent. 
It is al ·o at this time that we can identify, 
at lea t in principle and retrospect, the 
parts of the primitive network which were 
responsible for the tructure of individual 
caves. 

The primitive y tern may be enlarged 
either continuously or di continuously. The 
former means that enterable passages in the 
system remain always in connection and 
cave length grow fr m ome single unit to 
include eventually the utilizable (though 
not the available) phreatic network. Di -
continuous means that the primitive system 
evolves to pas able size in a number of sec
tions which may in some cases coalesce 
(producing a di continuous increa e in 

length and the lo s of a "cave") before the 
sub:ierial stages commence; each forms a 
cave which would be associated with a 
larger-though intraversable-basic system. 
This does not include caves which are sepa
rated from a continuous growth cave by 
later modification. In this treatment of 
gTowth the continuous model will be used 
although Davis ( 1930) implied his prefer
ence for the discontinuous mode in writing 
of the "integration of small system · into 
few systems of larger extent". 

Assumption 1. - The number of caves 
in a growing pojmlation remains constant. 

The continuous linear extension of a 
cave during the growth epoch occurs at a 
rate which depends at least on the following 
circumstances: (1) The availability of water 
which varies from place to place, and in 
time, due to differences in surface drainage 
patterns and fluctuations in climatic condi
tions. Water availability is also likely to 
change with the size which a cave has at
tained, a larger system being able to divert 
surface drainage underground over a wider 
area. (2) 'I he solvent power of water (car
bon dioxide content and initial approach to 
saturation) will vary with time and source. 
(3) Corrasive power of subsurface drainage 
will vary with time and source. (4) The 
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properties of the limestone in which the 
cave is developing are determined before
hand but our lack of knowledge of variations 
of the properties and their significance in 
cavern development requires that they be 
considered as stochastic variables. (5) The 
configuration of the primitive network in
fluence the rate a well a the pos ·ibl 
extent of growth. 

Together the e fa tor cau e a distribu
tion in the rate of cave enlargement. They 
may be divided into those that arc de
pendent upon cave length and those that 
are independent f length. The first factor 
cited above is of the former type. The fourth 
and fifth may be dependent upon length 
becau e th cave could encounter, sequen
tially, structures of different properties and 
thereby have variations in its rate of growth. 
However, variations in structural properties 
may be included with temporal variations 
when the nature of the variability in the 
tructures encountered doe not itself depend 

on length. 
In figure 2 three possible histories of the 

length of a cave are shown which, it i as
sumed, ended growth with a particular 
length at a particular time. Curve a results 
from growth at a constant rate while in 
curve b the rate of growth increased with 
length and in this case is proportional to 
length. For curve c time-dependent factors 
entered in such a way that a relatively slow 
rate changed subsequently to a more rapid 
rate. Since a larger cave may receive more 
solvent water it should be expected that 
big caves tend to grow bigger and faster, 
though some big caves will suffer setbacks 
in growth and some little caves will exhibit 
growth spurts. Members of a cave popula
tion would start at different lengths, grow at 
different rates, and end at different lengths, 
rather than the illustrative situation in 
figure 2. 

Assumption 2.--The Rate of Growth of 
Length of a Cave is Proportional to the 
Length Already Attained, All Other Things 
Being Constant, While the Proportionality 
Constant Varies Stochastically with Time 
for Each Cave. 

The rate of growth varies from cave to . 
cave and the . distribution at any . instant .. 
must be complex and changing in a com- · 
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0 
Time 

Figure 2 
Mode of growth: (a) constant; (b) exponential; 

(c) possible real case. 

plex manner. However only a suitable aver
age over the whole epoch of growth rate 
need be considered, as in figure 2 where 
all three histories have an identical average 
rate of growth over the period. The distri
bution of this average rate of growth should 
be more stable. pecific assumptions about 
the epoch-average growth rate distributions 
will be made in connection with examples. 

The growth epoch starts with the caves 
existing at the end of the primitive stage 
though perhaps it is not realistic to dis
tinguish between these stages as no special 
event marks the change. The treatment of 
the subsequent proce scs must be a study of 
the transformations of earlier populations 
until more is known about the origins of 
solutional openings in limestone. A distribu
tion of time varying rates of growth acting 
on an initial distribution of cave lengths 
constitutes a stochastic process for the growth 
epoch. Each cave will increase in length, 
some slowly and some rapidly, and a new 
distribution of lengths will evolve. Cave 
with lengths in some range are produced by 
others growing into that range, and removed 
by growing beyond. The manner in which 
this evolution takes place will depend upon 
the superimposed growth rate distribution. 
A mathematical statement of this process 
would make an accounting of the numbers 
of caves entering and leaving the above 
range of lengths, and equate this to the rate 
of increase of the number of caves in the· 



p 
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Figure 3 
Exponentiol growth of uniform population w~ere 
p is the relative frequency of caves of given 

length. 

range. The assumptions which determine 
the process have already been stated. The 
resulting transforriiation equation for growth 
is given in the Appendix. Examples follow: 

Figure 3 shows the relative frequency of 
caves, P, (the higher the curve the more 
frequent are caves near that length) plotted 
versus length, for the case when all the caves 
originally had the same length and the 
epoch-average growth rate is exponentially 
distributed. 

If the relative frequencies of caves are 
initially distributed as shown in figure 4, 
then after some time, for any distribution 
of the growth rate parameter, the new dis
tribution will be as shown. This case is 
particularly interesting because the form 
of the distribution does not change. If in-
tead we plotted these curves as in figure 1, 

as the fraction of caves longer than each 
length for caves over 100 feet long, the 
curve would remain always the same during 
growth. There would of course be more 
caves longer than 100 feet, but the fractions 
of them would remain distributed in the 
same way. As this is true no matter what 
the epoch-average growth rate distribution 
is', it will be called an invariant growth 
population. 

The assumptions that have been made 
in the above model for a stochastic growth· 
process are of course restrictive. Also, while 
the evolution of one distribution (length) 
has· been "explained", other distributions 
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Figure 4 
Invariant growth population showing new 

distribution after some time has passed. 

were introduced for this purpose - those 
for initial lengths and epoch-average growth 
rates. It is believed, however, that the in
troduction of the latter is a useful step in 
understanding the growth process. 

TRANSITION EPOCH 

The two-cycle cave origin theory states 
that a regional uplift, or river downcutting, 
brings caves above the zone of saturation 
following the period of enlargement of a 
cave system to its largest extent by solution 
and corrosion. It is believed (Davies, 1958, 
p. 27) that cave fill, collapse (breakdown), 
and the development of entrances occurs 
during this time. Water barriers may also 
be left in a cave while elsewhere the surface 
may dissect a cave into several fragments. 

A characteristic modification of this tran
sition epoch will be assumed to be the 
dividing of a cave into smaller caves, or 
fragments. A large cave may be expected to 
suffer more divisions than a small cave, but 
some caves will be undivided and others 
highly fragmented. Variations in the fre
quency and location of modification by 
fragmenting during transition identifies this 
as a stochastic geomorphic process, and 
associated population manifestations should 
be expected. Other events do, of ·course, oc
cur during transition. There may be con
siderable loss of cave passage by filling or 
total removal, but here the specific effect 
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of fill on length distributions will not be 
treated except later in regard to the decay 
epoch. 

Fragmenting may be either length-pre
serving or length-destroying. The former is 
an idealization of those divisions of a cave 
system which destroy little net length. The 
latter case, which is the real situation, may 
be considered as superimposed decay. 

Assumption 3 .--Cave Fragmenting is 
L ength Preserving. 

Random fragmenting is assumed for the 
lack of a better hypothesis. Random is 
used to mean that divisions of the caves 
following the growth epoch are equally 
likely to occur at any point in a cave but 
have some average frequency of occurrence 
per foot of cave (much less than one) . 

Assumption 4 .--Caves are Divided into 
Fragments by a Random Process in which 
Divisions are Equally Lihely to Occur Any
where, but an Average Frequency per Unit 
Length Exists (Poisson Process). 

During transition some caves would not 
be divided at all and these would join the 
new population unchanged in length or 
number. Other caves would be divided once 
or more in to two or more fragments. These 
would join the new population as shorter 
and more numerous caves. This process 
would transform the initial population to 
a more numerous population with a new 
distribution of lengths. The transformation 
equation for transition is given in the Ap
pendix. Short caves can arise by either 
n ever growing very big, or by being frag
ments of larger caves. Both types must exist, 
although they are all reported as individual 
caves. But a cave which terminates in a 
short distance by breakdown or fill is prob
ably a fragment and is likely to continue 
beyond (or rather, there is probably a 
second cave beyond) . 

Table 1 indicates how often caves of 
different lengths will be divided for a case 
when divisions occur at the average fre
quency of, for example, 0.0005 per foot of 
cave. Values are given for the percent of 
caves of a given length which will receive 
one or more divisions. 
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TABLE 1 
Length (feet) 200 800 2000 4000 
Percent divided 

(approx.) l 0 32 63 86 

Figures 5 and 6 show the effects of frag
menting various initial populations with 
random divisions. In figure 5 all caves had 
the same length to start. Some remain un
divided. In figure 6 the general shape (ex
ponential) of the curve representing the 
relative number of caves has not been alter
ed by the transition process, although the 
relative number of shorter caves has in
creased at the expense of longer caves. 

Only one model for transition modifica
tion of a cave population based on a rea
sonable mechanism for a change which 
might occur during this stage has been con
sidered in detail. We know that caves are 
often terminated by breakdown and other 
passage closures, and it is possible to get 
beyond such blocks often enough to support 
the belief that beyond many barriers which 
stop exploration now there is more cave 
passage. This is justification for the belief 
that caves are interrupted and that it is 
permissible to consider the process as sto
chastic. The stochastic process of cave frag
menting tends to produce an apparent up
per limit on the size of caves. By measure
ments of length alone it is not possible to 
distinguish between an upper limit on 
length imposed by limitations of growth or 
subsequent fragmenting. A comparative 
study of the nature of cave terminations 
is necessary to help decide this question. 

DECAY EPOCH 

The decay process is like the growth 
process; caves arc changing length as part 
of a stochastic geomorphic process. However 
the agents are now not those of enlarge
ment, but of weathering, erosion, weaken
ing, collapse, and fill. They are primarily 
surface agents which act on the evolution 
of entrances and the filling or cutting back 
of points in the cave system through which 
they have access. It is likely that caves decay 
inward from points of surface intersection 
while the internal cave passages are rela
tively protected and static. If this is the 
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Figure 7 
Exponential decay of a uniform population. 
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Invariant decay population. 
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Figure 9 
Evolution of a cave population, where P is 
the relative frequency of caves of given length: 
(I) start; (II) after growth; (Ill) after transition; 

(IV) after decay. 
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Figure 10 
Distribution function of length for all caves in 
West Virginia longer than 100 feet: (G) growth 
population (invariant); (T) after transition; (D) 

after transition and decay. 
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ca ·c, the points of division in the transition 
epoch, together· with the original "ends" 
of the cave, could be th locations from 
whid1 decay proceed . Additional intersec
tion might be produced a the surface 
above is eroded with fragmenting and decay 
proceeding simultaneously. Su h overlapping 
of processes will not be considered here. 

ince the processe occurring at division 
and ends can hardly be influen ed by many 
of the interior pas age of a cave, an appro
priate guess would b that the rate of decay 
of a cave does not depend on its length 
although the rate may ary with other 
O'eomorphic influences. An epoch-average 
decay rate for each ave i also appli able 
here. 

Assumption 5.--The Rate of D ecay of a 
Cave is Independent of Length but Varies 
with Time. 

distribution of time-varying rates of 
decay acting on an initial distribution of 
cave lengths constitutes a stochastic process 
for the decay epoch. Each cave will decrease 
in length and eventually reach zero length. 

decaying cave population moves toward 
a final state in which all cave have zero 
length. Since not only ero ional removal of 
rock but also fill and ollap e are included 
in decay, some zero-length caves would still 
be detectable. Later events may rejuvenate 
uch caves but this complexity is not being 

con ·idered. The transformation equation for 
the decay epoch i gi\'en in the Appendix. 
Example follow: 

If all caves are initially of a single length 
and the epoch-average decay rate is expo
nentially disturbed, then the population de
cays are as shown in figure 7. ome cave 
already have zero length. 

If the initial relati\'C frequcn y of differ
ent lengths is as shown in figure 8, then the 
population evolve without a hange in the 
straight line form of the distribution no 
matter what the de ay rate distribution. 
Thi i therefore, by analogy to the growth 
ca c, called an invariant decay population. 

,-\ constant rate of decay (or growth) pro
duces imply a fixed displacement of the 
previous figures to the right or left depend
ing on whether the proce s is growth or 
decay. 
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The onclusion from this discus ion i 
that decay, being independent of cave 
leng·th , would au e the greate t relative 
hanges to oc ur in hort cave . 

EvoL TIO ' OF AVE POPULATIO 'S 

Hypoth etical Population 
ll of th previou models may be ·um

marized by showing the effects each has dur
ing the evolution of a cave population. 
Figure 9 how the evolutionary equenc 
for the length di tribution of a hypothetical 
population. \n initial population I has 
mo tly short cave ·. Growth extend thi 
distribution to greater length, eventually to 
give population Ila. ince it is likely that 
the horte t mcmb r of this population ar 
also too narrow to enter, a modified popula· 
tion lib is shown to represent enterable 
cave only. Transition modifies this by 
tran ·forming long cav to hort r frag
ments to give population III. number of 
short but enterable aves have also been 
formed and the distribution is rai ed near 
the origin. This population then decays 
and the distribution sinks toward zero 
length IV. Sometime during this epoch the 
r lative number of ave of some length may 
increa e for a while, but eventually all are 
gone. 

Lengths of Caves in West Virginia 

We return at last to a consideration of the 
phenomena which prompted that which is 
present d here: the observed distribution 
of the lengths of cave in West Virginia 
hown in figure 1 b for all aves over 100 

feet long and with one entrance. It has 
been recognized that ave entrance are 
accidents, and to explain the length of one
entrance caves requires both an explanation 
for the lengths of all caves, and an explana
tion of the way entrances are di tributed 
among caves. The latter step was taken 
in a previous paper (Curl, l 958). The same 
data, modified slightly by the inclusion of 
a recently discovered cave (Culverson Creek 
Cave) were u ed to compute the distribution 
of length for all caves in West Virginia 
hown in figure la. 

The data of figure la have been replotted 
in figure l 0 using logarithmi coordinates. 
An "invariant" length distribution has been 
assumed for the growth population because 
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the mathematical development showed that 
this is a distribution of great generality 
obtained even with a variety of quite differ
ent assumptions about initial length and 
growth rate distributions. An "invariant" 
population plots as a straight line in figure 
J 0, and does not change during the growth 
epoch. 

The transition epoch tran forms curve G 
to T by causing a relative decrease in the 
frequency of long caves. In the case shown, 
the average distance between divisions (if 
all the caves were strung out end to end) 
is 2000 feet (0.0005 divi ions per foot of 
cave). The subsequent epoch of decay is 
particularly hard on short caves which also 
constitute a large proportion of the popu
lation. A process of decay with an assumed 
constant loss of 60 feet from every cave 
produces the transformation to D. Many 
caves will have decayed below 100 feet and 
be no longer repre ented in the population 
now shown. 

The parameters were chosen to make the 
final curve D agree with the characteristics 
of the data. Considerable flexibility existed 
in producing a good correlation since the 
two processes of transition and decay affect 
the long and short caves respectively, most 
strongly. However it was still necessary that 
the direction of the effects of transition and 
decay be in accord with the long and short 
cave properties of the data before a model 
could be used. This, then, is a possible 
model for the evolution of the West Vir
ginia cave population. 

CONCLUSIONS 

All geomorphic processes, and in particu
lar the processes of cavern development, 
are stochastic processes by virtue of elements 
of chance or randomness which enter into 
them. In the evolution of a cave population 
ce~tain manifestations may reflect the oper
ation of relatively simple chance mechan
isms and a study of these can be useful in 
gaining a better understanding of the basic 
processes. 

Stochastic models for the growth, transi
tion, and decay epochs of the cave popula
tion of West Virginia, based on a two-
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cycle geomorphic history, have been pro
posed and compared with data. Modern 
knowledge on cave development has been 
used to guide the choice of assumptions. An 
"invariant" growth population was found 
which turned out to be very similar to the 
data, and the subsequent predictions of the 
effects of simple transition and decay models 
improved the correlation. The numerical 
values for the transition fragmenting fre
quency, 0.0005 per foot, and the decayed 
length, 60 feet, for West Virginia caves, 
seem reasonable in the absence of better 
data to check them. 

The alternative to a stochastic model is 
to maintain that every cave is unique and 
that no processes may be identified as act
ing in common upon all caves. On inspec
tion many cave features can be ascribed to 
very particular circumstances for that cave, 
but to criticize stochastic models in the 
light of such observations is to claim that a 
prediction of a cave feature (length) could 
have been made. This is more than any 
present theory attempts to do and is irrele
vant, if not impossible, according to sto
chastic theories. 

More observational information on 
the mechanisms of cave growth, the nature 
and causes of cave interruptions, and the 
effects of surface degradation on cave modi
fication will be needed before the validity 
of the models presented herein can be 
finally ascertained. 
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DISCUSSIO 

RICHARD R. A DERSO , Bell Telephone 
Laboratories: You assume that the rate of 
growth is dependent on the length. I would 
think it would be more clo ely related to the 
number of terminations. 

AUTHOR: The number of terminations to a 
ave is statistically related to its length. In 

addition, length is more readily obtained 
from data. The fact that great simplifica
tions have some utility implies that a great 
many other variables "average out" in some 
sense, or they don't enter into population 
manifestations in the same way they do in 
individual caves. 

ALAN D. HOWARD, Yale University: Let's 
suppose we consider the breaking up of 
caves as the dropping of bombs in a ran
dom manner. If there are two types of 
caves, those with a single long passage and 
those with a maze pattern, doesn't it seem 
more likely that you will produce more 
fragments from the single-passage cave than 
from the network cave? 

AuTHOR: A maze cave is a "multiple-con
nected" cave and a linear cave is "simple
connected". In the latter you can take a 
ball of string and run it around, tying it 
together anyway you want, and still be able 
to pull the mesh from the cave. As you 
observe, if a multiple-connected cave is 
divided, it is still possible to have just one 
cave. My models apply only to simple
connected caves (or passages) but these 
constitute the majority. Again, many of the 
peculiarities of the members of these popu
lations are submerged in the averages which 
are taken. 

WILLIAM B. WmTE, Pennsylvania State 
University: I would like to return to your 
tatement that the rate of increase of cave 

length is proportional to the length, which 
would mean that the length of a cave in
creases exponentially with time up to the 
end of growth. What transition is necessary 
to terminate growth to keep the length of 
the cave from going to infinity? 

AUTHOR: Yes, the length of the cave would 
go to infinity in time, so we must consider 
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the reasons why caves are relatively short. 
We could say that geologic control is the 
answer, but this is a weak argument because 
there is always much jointed limestone 
that doesn't have any caves in it. I have 
solved the problem by as urning growth of 
all caves in a population to cease at the 
same time. If it didn't, the processes of 
growth, transition, and decay would over
lap and considerably confuse the picture. 
If anyone works out an alternative model, 
I would be quite interested. I chose to take 
the simplest case. 

A DER oN: This is presumably a continuous 
process. I would think there are caves being 
both created and destroyed now. Do you 
believe that these processes must happen 
at different times? 

Aun10R: The different populations could 
certainly exist simultaneously, even in a 
relatively small area. 

ANDERso : Then did you say the ones you 
were studying were all of the same popula
tion? 

AuTHOR: I have confidence in feeling that 
they are. In the previous paper on cave en
trances, I considered a basic parameter of 
these populations for all caves (with en
trances) over 100 feet long, over 500 feet 
long, and over 1000 feet long. If anything is 
going to be different about different groups 
of cave , these ought to have included dif
ferent types of caves. This basic population 
parameter turn d out to be the same for 
all these groups of caves in West Virginia. 

HowARD: Have you done anything with 
maller groups within the larger total to 

see if over a smaller areal range there might 
be significant variation? 

AUTHOR: Only in the earlier paper. Too few 
data is the difficulty if small groups are con
cidered. If a way could be found to look 
at individual caves for properties which 
would include or exclude them from the 
local homogeneous population then some
thing might be said about smaller group . 
It is not at all obvious yet what these prop
ertic would be. 
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,\PPE DIX 

Th following equations w r derived from 
th a umptions giv n in th t xt and u d 
in applying each model: 

CHO\\TII: 

P2(L )= f
00 

exp(-ut)P1[L exp(-ut)]P(u)du 
Jo 

,,·her P 1[L exp(- ul)] th probability 
d nsity distribution of initial lengths valu
ated at L xp(-ut); P(u) th di tribution of 
the poch-averag growth rate u (and dL/dt= 
1tL); and P2(L) the resulting length distribu
tion. Statisti al ind p ndcn of u and initial 
length has been assumed. 

THA ITIOK: 

P3(L)= 

e- IL {P2(L)+I f
00

[2+J(l-L)]P2(l)dl} 
l+Jl jL 

where P2(l) is the length distribution at th 
end of growth; I the average number of 
di vi ion per foot of cave; l the average 
length of the cave in the population prior to 
fragm nting; and Pa(L) th 1 robability 
density di tribution of L resulting from transi
tion. 

DECAY: 

wh r th t rms ar a defm d in th growth 
case except applied now to th population 
before and after (some) d cay. The distribu
tion of the epoch-average rat of cave decay 
i P(v) (and dL/ dt= - v). Statistical inde
pend nc of v and I ngth ha b n a urned. 
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Geometrical Basis for Uave Interpretation 
by ARTHUR L. LANGE 

An TRACT--The hapes of ca' e structure can be a key to understanding the 
evolution of the cave, since they are th · result of erosive and depositional 
processe acting on the cave boundaries. .\ny future outline of a uniformly 
di olving or encru ting cro · "Ction of wall, ceiling, or floor is generated by 
a circle rolled with its axis everywhere in contact with the initial outline. The 
envelope de cribed by the circle repre 0 nt · the new contour, and the radius 
is dependent on the ma s transfer rate and the duration of the action. In the 
case of the three-dimen ional body, a generating sphere will yi 0 ld the correct 
form. Thi procedure is a geometrica l interpretation of the differential equa
tions expressing the event. 

harp projecting corner will remain sharp while dissolving and will 
round ofl when en rusted. Inside corners will round off under solution and 
remain sharp during depo ition. The resultant topohraphies of complex wall 
pattern are typical of the scalloped olution-work and bulbous encrustation 
found in caves where corrasion , gravity, and other directional agents have not 
modified th basi me hani m. 

Plane walls, inundated stalactite , and right-angled ceiling blocks erve as 
examples of simple geometrical tructures. olution pockets, mammillary crusts, 
domes, gours, cru ted strands, and wall ni hes are examples o( more compli
cated forms. A Gt\'e tream flowing normal to a cross section and an evenly 
circulating water body or film are ave media in which the process o[ uniform 
mas transfer can be losely approximated. 

Cave tructures are the units of under
ground topography: the domes, pothole , 
stalactites, scallops draperies--the individ
ual forms that make up the underground 
scenery. These features are not necessarily 
confined to cave , but u ually they arc 
found best-displayed in the favorable climate 
and n ar-laboratory onclitions that we meet 
there. 

William Morris Davis (1899) cone ived 
a language in which to frame all landscape. 
H e showed that a given geologic structure) 
ubjected to a physical process acting over a 

period of time, re ults in a stage of evolu
tion. For example, if a level plain i up
lifted and exposed to stream dissection, a 
stage of land cape chara tcrized by steep
walled gorges comes about. We can profit 
by applying this way of thinking to the 
in te rpreta ti on of cave landscape. 

Our time refercn c i · arbitrary. The 
initial structures may be flat ceiling ex
posed by rockfall; they may be the fall n 
ro k itself, or open joint , or any oth r 
geometric configuration underground. ny 
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of these initial stru ture can con eivably 
und rgo a diversity, even a succession of 
physical proce se . Floodwater invade the 
cavern to dis olve its c iling upward and to 
cause the fallen block on the floor to shrink 
away like i e cubes. Dripping water in one 
ea on may drill holes in the limestone 

or mud floor; in a drier period it more 
likely would depo it calcite to initiate a 
column. long Ji ·t o[ on tructive and de
structive processes could be drawn up. 

Each pro e s ha two alternative : to r '
move material or to add it. \!\There wa tcr 
sc ps clown a joint, the joint wall may dis
·olve back to form a dome; or under dif
ferent condition the water may depo it cal
cite at the open encl of the initial joint to 
build a stalactite. Here, the dome i in form 
the solutional ounterpart of the stala titc, 
a so-to-speak "negative stalactite". he ame 
initial tru ture and physical pro ess have 
partici1 ated; only in the one case the water 
is acidic, in the other, alkaline. Examples 
of other proces cs arc: film-flow, turbulent 
flow. flow \vith corrasivc load, condensation, 
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a. 'b. 
Figure l 

Cave structures resulting from water dripping 
from a ceiling joint: (a) stalactite and stalagmite 
-depositional, positive; (b) ceiling dome and 

floor pit-solutional and negative. 

Figure 2 
Artifacts formed by removal, addition, and 
rearrangement of material, compared with 
speleofacts formed by solution, deposition, and 

shifting. 

and oscillation movements. Each has its 
~egative and positive expres ion , depend
mg on whether material is removed or 
added (fig. 1) . 

Since the present approach is deductive, 
we need a deductive language or a frame
work of t rms whi h conveys the natural 
relationships we are discussing. We must 
put aside the inductive, usually descriptive, 
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Figure 3 
Speleofact contours generated by rolling circles 
whose radii depend on duration and rate of 
transfer. The heavy outline is the cross section 
of an initial structure of solid interior. Two outer 
speleothem stages and eight interior speleogen 

stages are represented. 

a. PinUt ao114 lit 71111\t !loll• 

o. InfinitHimal d. Infinitu111al 
rn .... nt hollow tuh •• Infinite 2'a4\u.e 

Figure 4 
Cylindrical speleofacts in cross section. Solid 

side of initial structure partly shaded. 

Figure 5 
Speleofacts resulting from solution and depo

sition acting on a ceiling block and slot. 
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field terms until they are needed in the 
eventual comparison of observation with 
theory. To begin, we shall borrow an 
analogy from archeology. 

An artifact is defined as "anything made 
or modified by human art". The noun does 
not specify whether the initial stone or fab
ric was chiselled out or embelli hed with 
dye , beads, or frill ; nor does it tell whether 
anything at all was added or subtracted-
but rather merely rearranged, like the mold
ing of lay or the w aving of an animal 
figure from a willow twig. As a parallel, I 
call the modified cave tructure a speleof act, 
meaning "cave-fashioned," and define it as 
being "a ave structure formed by transfer 
of mass between the fluid and the solid". 
It does not specify in whi h direction the 
mass moves: whether it leaves the cave wall 
to wash away with the tream, whether the 
tream encrusts its shore with calcite, or 

whether the rippling water merely shifts the 
sand back and forth to build a ripple-mark. 
Stalactites, stalagmites, shields, cave coral, 
potholes, ceiling tubes, floor slots, sandbars; 
these are all examples of speleofacts (fig. 2) . 

The speleofact has two aspects; namely, 
the speleogen and speleothem. I have de
fined the speleogen as being "a cave struc
ture formed by transfer of mass from the 
solid to th fluid"; that is, by removal of 
material (Lange, 1955). Examples are pot
holes, floor slots, ceiling dome , joint cavi
ties, scallops, rills, and wall niches. Speleo
thcm I have red fined to fit into this fram -
work: "a cave structure formed by tran fer 
of mas from the fluid to the solid", or by 
accretion of material. Thi definition i 
somewhat more inclusive than George W. 
Moore 's original one (1952) , since I do not 
limit it to chemically-deposited structures. 
Mud talagmites, sandbars, cave coral, cal
cite talactites, helictites, and draperies all 
would be sp leothem for th purposes of 
my discussion. 

By alternation of condition , a speleog n 
frequently becomes encrusted. In this way 
wall callops are often se n decorated with 
a fringe of cave coral, after their generating 
·tream ha reced d. Conver ely, stalagmite 
can be dissolved by rising water (deSaussure, 
l 955). In either ca e, the re ult should be 
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called a compound speleofact. Many speleo
facts observed in caves appear to have been 
repeatedly compounded, perhaps sea onally. 

With this general framework of structure, 
process, and time-stage or speleofact in 
mind, we can begin to consider particular 
e ample . he most fundamental cave 
process is that of uniform mass trans/ er. It 
denote that removal or depo ition proceeds 
equally, without favoritism, over the entire 
expo cl surface of a given structure. uch 
a condition is approximated underground 
wh re a tream flow perpendicularly to 
the cross-section of the form being studied. 
I ts effects are also approached where water 
circulates rather randomly around an object. 

In my introductory paper on cave inter
pretation (Lange, 1959), I have presented 
the general equation for the form of all 
speleofacts resulting from uniform transfer 
- - plus or minus--acting on any arbitrary 
initial structure. The equation was derived 
from physical postulates. This equation has 
a very simple geometric meaning. It states 
that the uccessive stages are described by 
rolling a sphere around the surface of the 
initial solid structure, or, in two dimensions, 
by rolling a circle along the outline of a 
body. The center of the sphere or circle 
should remain in contact with the bound
ary. The radius i determined by the rate of 
mass transfer and the duration of the pro -
ess (fig. 3) . By analogy, if the outline of 
the initial tructure orre pond to the 
hedge around a front yard, the ucce sive 
strip of lawn that must be cut with a lawn 
mower correspond to the successive speleo
fa t outline . 

The mo t fundamental two-dimen ional 
structure is the cross-section of a circular 
cylinder. In caves, this might be a section of 
a stalactite, or of a h0llow solution tube. 
If the stalactite i ubmerged by ri ing 
water, it may dissolve away uniformly, or 
perhaps enlarge by encrusting. The rate of 
hang is independent of radius. The hol

low tube, if re- ubmerged, may encrust 
to the point of filling completely, or it may 
enlarge by dissolving again, at a rate inde
pendent of its radius (fig. 4 a, b) . 
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Figure 6 
The preservation of right-angled corners during solution by a cave stream in Murray Cave, 
Ontario (drawing by A. Lange from photograph by John Kirwan; permission to publish granted 

by Cave Research Associates, copyright owners). 

The limiting case of the infinite circular 
cylinder is the plane wall (fig. 4 e) . sub
merg d wall, inundated or subjected Lo 
sheet flow, will advance or retreat uniformly. 
The oppo it limit is the infinitesimal fila
ment or filamentary tube (fig. 4 c, d). ln 
enlarging, these be ome finite cylinders and 
proceed as such. Thus, by a crude approxi
mation, the tubular talactitc may encrust 
or the filamentary hole may dissolve 
radially. 

\ny irregular initial tructure an be 
represented by combinations of finite, in
finite, and infinitesimal circular cylinders. 
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For example, in the case of the right-angle 
step (a common ceiling-block outline), sub
jected to solution, the inner corner will 
round as it recedes, just as a ector of the 
infinit simal tube would con ume it walls. 

leanwhile, the outer corner of the step 
remains sq uare (fig. 5). When encru ting, 
the outer corner rounds while the inner 
remains square. Solution re ult in a cusp; 
deposition, in a mammilary form. n initial 
·lot, such as a finite eiling joint, dissolves 
dom -like; it iuner end rounds , whil its 
bases remain angular (fig. 5). The hang
ing sheet encrust. lik a contra tcd version 
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of the initial step, forming a U-shaped 
protuberance in cross-section. 

The irreg·ular initial structure under
going uniform tran fer can now be readily 
predicted, recalling the lawn-cutting anal
ogy. With solution, we obtain the scalloped, 
cuspate topography typical of solutional 
cave wall (fig. 6 and 7) , and borne out by 
model experiments with dissolving salt 
block (Lange, 1959) . When encru ting, the 
mammilary or bulbous-type relief develops 
(fig. 8). These are beautifully demonstrated 
in outdoor travertine deposits, where logs, 
rocks, and leaves arc found coated with 
tufa. One example, near Quincy, California, 
contain a dis ected travertine pocket in 
which manganese-stained stalactite casts 
have been encrusted with a two-inch thick
ness of calcite (fig. 9) . 

Uniform transfer is not confined to sub
merged conditions. Solution and deposition 
occurring with homogeneous seepage 
through porou rock wall or from con
densation may account for some of the wall 
forms I have described. 

A fascinating case of uniform transfer 
o curs frequently on a pool surface. When 
the water is saturated, evaporation and 
carbon-dioxide release take place at the air 
boundary, allowing calcite to deposit uni
formly around the pool outline. The result 
is a decorative crusted strand of the pre
scribed form (fig. 10). In Boydens Cave, 
California some pools are almost completely 
sealed over by their encroaching strands. 

In some ca es a zone of exaggerated solu
tion occurs along the water surface of cave 
lake and streams, resulting in indented 
"nips'', or "water-level horizons". In plan 
view, this pcleogen how th concave weak 
zones scalloped out and separated from 
each other by the cuspate projecting rem
nants of less-fractured rock. Thus, the 
wa ter-surface speleofact has its po itive and 
negative counterparts in crusted strands 
and water-level nips, respectively. 

t points where a pool spills over, deposi
tion is favored, since carbon-dioxide release 
and evaporation are increased with agi
tation. The spillover points, therefore, are 
projected radially outward and upward, 
forming the circular arcs of dams, convex 
downstream. The individual spillover is 
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Figure 7 
Cuspate wall and ceiling topography in Samwel 
Cave, California (from photograph by Nancy 

Slusser). 

distributed over an increasing perimeter, 
and ad joining clams coalesce to form a ter
race of rimstone pools, or gours. Gours arc 
common in caves as well as in hot springs 
and travertine deposits. Hava ·u Creek in 
Grand Canyon displays many examples of 
gours, whose outlines follow these convex 
patterns (fig. 11) . 

Modification of gours occur to compli
cate their form. When flow decreases o 
that spillover does not occur uniformly 
over the dam, localized small gours build 
upon the perimeter of the main dam. nd 
where spillover does not o cur, cl position 
proceeds in the manner of crusted strands, 
extending the dam inward (fig. 10). The 
interplay of these variations on the basic 
process give· ri e to diHerent types of gour , 
including the beautiful crenulate or "pie 
crust" form. 

Another type of gour occurs in which 
only solution of bedrock plays a role. If 
solution is locally discouraged at the pill
over of a rock pool, its basin may widen 
and deepen elsewhere while the original bar
rier remains intact. These so-called "nega
tive gour " can be seen in Fore t Glen Cave, 
California, and in Montezuma Well Cave, 
Arizona. On surface limestone, they have 
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Figure 8 
Left. Mammillary pendant in Goshute Cave, Nevada, approximately 3 Y2 feet high. The entire 
cave below a discrete level is encrusted in this way, suggesting uniform deposition under sub
merged conditions. Right. Author's reconstruction of bedrock structure which might have resulted 
in this speleothem. These thin-bedded, notched projecting layers are typical of the solutional 

topography in the upper parts of Goshute Cave (from photograph by George Mowat). 

Figure 9 
River-cut section of stalactite casts covered by 
a two-inch thickness of travertine. Casts are 
stained black by manganese oxide (near Quincy, 

California). 

been designated tinajitas (Smith and Al
britton, 1941). 

I shall conclude this list of speleofacts 
with examples of compounded types. When 
a cave changes from a solutional to a de-
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Figure l 0 
Crusted strands around a dry pool in Samwel 
Cave, California (from photograph by Nancy 

Slusser). 

positional phase, we expect the earlier 
speleogens to become buried by the over
layers of spcleothem , either sub-aqueous 
or sub-aerial kinds. Compound speleofacts 
of this sort abound in decorated caves, for 
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we often liscover encrusted tubes, fringed 
JOmts, and ceiling blocks covered with 
draperies. Less frequently, but not rarely, 
we enter a cave which has been submerged 
or re-dissolved by increased dripping, so that 
speleogens appear superimposed upon the 
speJeothems. If this re-solution proceeds to 
the point where the speleothem is com
pletely removed, we may detect in the re
sulting country-rock speleofact the "ghost" 
of the speleothem. "Ghost" forms can some
times be distinguished from first-order 
speleogens, since their outer corners will 
bear the roundness which is characteristic 
of the formerly encrusting speleothems. In 
figure 12, a pure speleogen step form is con
trasted with a "ghost" speleothem. Samwel 
Cave contains anomalous projecting ledges 
and floor hummocks of country rock betray
ing the former presence of flowstone and 
stalagmites. Here and there, vestiges of the 
flowstone are still to be seen. 

Uniform transfer is by no means the only 
process operating to alter the geometry of 
cave structures, but it is the simplest to 
evaluate. This deductive method of geo
metric analysis must be extended to more 
complicated cave and surface problems, such 
as those of filmflow, directional transfer, 
concentration gradients, corrasion, elastic 
sedimentation, and simultaneous processes. 
We could then conceive of a set of rules for 
the interpretation of cave structures where
by the geologic history preserved in the 
subtle angles and nuances of underground 
topography could be faithfully read. 
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Figure 11 
Travertine gours in Havasu Creek, Grand 

Canyon, Arizona . 

SPE THEM AXIMUM 

INITIAL SlRUCTURE 
:;:?'·:·:,,.·.;,;: ............. ;., ...... \~· 
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PURE SPELEOGEN 

Figure 12 
Upper. Speleofact formed by solution of an en
crusted step. Shading indicates interior of 
original bedrock form. Lower. Pure speleogen 
derived by dissolving of initial step directly. Note 

smaller radius of curvature of inside corners. 
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DISCUSSION 

DAVID B. DoAN, U.S. Geological Survey: In 
regard to the diagram showing square in
side corners during deposition, we found 
that on karrenfeld terrain in the highly dis
sected corraline limestone of South Pacific 
islands, in many eases, the water droplets 
tend to adhere where the surface area is 
greatest; thus they preferentially stick in 
corners and initiate deposition there rather 
than around the edges. 

AUTHOR: You are probably right in this 
case, but it is far from the conditions of 
uniform transfer to which the present paper 
is confined, and we cannot expect the same 
geometry to result. 

RANE L. CuRL, Shell Development Co.: One 
example of uniform mass transfer is an un
dulatory wall with a sine-wave curve. If 
the rate of solution on every point is the 
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same, in a short time cusps will develop. 
Under deposition, similar cusps will form, 
but they will be offset half a wave length. 
ALAN D. HowARD, Yale University: Why in 
some cases do underwater deposits have 
smooth surfaces and in other cases irregular 
crystalline surfaces? 
AUTHOR: Why coarsely crystalline surfaces 
form rather than smooth surfaces is a mat
ter of physical chemistry rather than a mat
ter of geometry. The apparently smooth 
forms are in reality envelopes of minute 
crystals, whereas the clusters of large dog
tooth spar crystals, for example, from a dis
tance would also show a smooth envelope. 
This envelope would obey the rules of uni
form transfer. The principal of uniform 
transfer is best approximated where the 
grain size is small compared with the dimen
sions of the structure under study. 
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